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Scooter scrambling – aka scootacross – was very popular by the mid-1960s with privateers and shops alike modifying and competing on scooters at various meets
throughout the year.
Here south London scooter shop owner Don Noys (left) takes journalist Peter Fraser of the Motor Cycle through what was formerly a 1956 150cc Lambretta Model D
that has been converted for off-road scooter sport. Fraser later went out on Lambretta Stingray with its creators, Noys and Ray Collins.
Andy Gillard
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WINNERS
Roy Mantel of Reading in
Berks and David Ridge of
Watchet in Somerset are the
two lucky winners who will
shortly be receiving a Nexx
Carbon crash helmet worth
about £300 each. For the
rest of you, check out the
range and dealers at www.
factoryagencies.co.uk

POLINI’S BIG BORE EXHAUST
The latest manufacturer to produce a standard looking big bore
pipe for large frame Vespas is Polini, claiming its offering keeps
the same look and dimensions as the original, but differs with
the down pipe and ‘inner bulkhead’. This, it’s said, offers a
performance increase while keeping noise low, and it’s
made in Italy too. Available for the PX125/150 and
PX200 (so should fit derivatives, LML
equivalents and older large frame engines
fitted with similar engines), the guide price in
it’s native Italy is around the €150 mark
which makes it quite competitive as well.
www.polini.com

BGM SPROCKET RECALL

S
cooter Center and BGM have
announced a recall of some of their
Lambretta front sprockets. They
apologise for the problems and
inconvenience to customers caused

by sprockets from the first production batch
which were insufficiently hardened so the
contact area for the sliding dog wears off. When
riding, this feels like a slipping clutch.

Sprockets in the faulty batch can be identified
by having only the quantity of teeth printed on
them. The subsequent production of sufficiently
hardened front sprockets have the teeth
quantity printed together with a letter, either
A, B, or C.

If you have one of the faulty sprockets,
contact lambretta@scooter-center.com for
a replacement.

ITALIAN
DRAGSTER CUP
The Italian Dragster Cup is a
new series for scooter
sprinting in Italy beginning in
2016, aimed at both
automatic and geared
scooters of various
capacities/classes.
The courses will be

different to those we’re used
to out here in the UK, shorter
than the quarter mile, and
will take place at airfields
around the country. The
provisional calendar is Orio
al Serio in March,
Rivanazzano in April, Varano
and Marzaglia in May,
Rivanazzano in June, a
scooter weekend somewhere
in July and ending at Orio al
Serio again in September.
Promoted by Ricambio
Rapido and Stage 6,
sponsors include Et3.it,
Scooter Racing Italy, BSG,
Yasuni, Bardahl, Zirri and
many more. For further
details visit www.
italiandragstercup.it or
search them out
on Facebook.

ON THE MOVE…
Firstly Cambridge Lambretta
Workshop have moved to a
new address. They can now
be found at 3 Caxton Road, St
Ives, Cambridgeshire
PE27 3LS.
PM Tuning have also

moved and are now at Units
1-4A, Freightway,
Morecambe, Lancs LA3 3PB.
Both telephone numbers

and email addresses remain
the same for the above.

VESPA GTS SHOCKS
New from BGM this month is a suspension
upgrade for your Vespa GT, GTS and GTV
scooters, from 125 to 300. We’re told that
these shockers complement the BGM PRO
shocker range. They are designed for road
use to improve the handling but are “ideally
suited for all road and race applications”.
The adjustable dampers are approved by the
German TÜV and hence in Germany road
legal. The pre-setted dampers are available
as a set of front and two rear dampers. Or
you can order the dampers separately. The
set retails at €529, the front one at €229
and the rear pair at €319 and are available
directly from Scooter Center Köln and all
BGM stockists.
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Having trouble finding a
copy of this magazine?
Why not Just Ask your local newsagent
to reserve you a copy each month?

PARTS FAIR CHANGE
Due to new owners taking over Perdiswell Leisure Centre in Worcester, Keb Walsh has had to
move his event from the traditional first week in February to Walsall on Sunday, February 14, as it
would be late December before new owners would be able to say when alterations and building
work would be starting etc.

LAMBRETTA REAR HUB BEARINGS
Markus at Jockey’s Boxenstop dropped us a
line recently to say, “We have developed this
conversion bearing as we kept having
problems with Italian rear wheel bearings in
our workshop.”

The prototype has been tried by Markus
in his TS1 Lambretta with nothing more to
report than a trouble-free, perfectly running
bearing. “We are using a bearing of
standardised dimensions here,” he
continues, “which resembles the original
item in diameter and number of balls.”

Contrary to all aftermarket bearings, this
bearing is produced by the highly renowned
manufacturer SKF to strict tolerances,

which guarantees long-term quality and
function. For all future engine rebuilds, only
the comparatively cheap standard bearing
will need replacing.

The conversion kit contains all parts
needed to fit the new bearing and if you will
need further informations please contact
Jockey’s Boxenstop in Germany via
www.jockeys-boxenstop.de

The Oxford Scootseat is pretty much a
shower-cap for your scooter to prevent you
having a wet bum after parking your scooter
all day in the rain.

Piaggio has included such covers as an
integral part of the seat on many models
across its range (and brands) of scooters,
but for those of us with nothing so new,
here’s an alternative. Simply cover your seat
when you park up with Scootseat, tuck it
underneath to prevent it blowing away, and
hey presto, when you return and remove the
cover your seat will be dry (or clean of dust,
debris and anything else that may tarnish it.

Scootseat has elasticated edges, a pull
cord to tighten it once fitted, and an integral
bag for storage when not in use. There are
three sizes available, Small (on the
slopeback Lambretta seat pictured),
Medium (on the Vespa PX seat) and Large
(for big autos) retailing at £6.99, £7.99 and
£8.99 respectively. A simple idea and one
that works – for which you are thankful;
trust me. www.oxprod.com
Andy

OXFORD SCOOTSEATTESTED
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KICKSTART

This month we’ve been

listening to...

This month’s reviews by Andy, Nik & Sarge

The Beatniks Ball & Chain (self released)
Formed less than a year ago, Essex based
The Beatniks take their influences from a
combined vinyl collection that features
garage, psyche, R&B, indie, funk, soul and
Hammond jazz. On the proverbial checklist,
that ticks all of the boxes, resulting in a
debut single (on vinyl of course) featuring
two cracking groove-along tracks. The A-side
Ball & Chain starting with a Hammond hook, paving the way
for a perfectly distorted guitar. The drum beat manages to
capture the best of Madchester, Medway 80s and a little 60s
garage, vocals whining over the top breaking only for the keys
and guitar to fight it out for prominence. Yes it does impress,
classic inspiration creating a new song for all generations to
enjoy. Flip it over and CC (Love Surprise) complements perfectly,
the drum beat this time drawing you in to more floor-filling,
musical pleasure, this time nodding harder to the 60s than
the rest, thus enhancing the listening experience further.
The Hammond solo a little more soulful in keeping with the
rhythm section here, the guitar once again making full use of
period effects. Nice.

This single is self released (catalogue number of BNR001)
and in The Beatniks, despite being relatively new, have already
performed at a number of scooter-related events. I can see them
appearing at a lot more in the near future too. For purchase
details visit www.thebeatniks.co.uk

Random Hand Hit Reset (Bomber Music)
It’s always sad to say goodbye to a band that
you’ve got to love over the years, but so it
goes, and Keighley’s Random Hand are the
latest name band to admit that they can’t
afford to keep gigging and losing money, no
matter how good their reputation.

As a way of saying ‘farewell’, this
crowdfunded album is as good as it gets. Loud and defiant,
with punk, ska and classic influenced rock all showing their
faces in places. The type of album to get the blood pounding
and the head rocking from the off, it is a strident, punk
trombone-led shouter of an album that rewards frequent
listening. It also shows that they’ve come a long way from
the days of A Change Of Plan.

From the deceivingly quiet opening chords of Day One through
to the almost anthemic As Loud As You Can, the album keeps
changing direction. Every time you feel that you know where it’s
going, they throw in a quick skank break, or a fist pumping
moment, or even – lord help us – a headbanging moment, all
blended seamlessly into one coherent whole. For me though, it’s
the out and out ska loaded tracks that shine, Death By Pitchfork
being the standout, with its large nod to Imperial Leisure at
their best.

Random Hand claim they’re not finished, but only on hiatus.
I hope this is true as, on a personal level, I think they are one of
the greatest skapunk unknowns this country has ever produced,
and, if they don’t come back, this would be a suitable epitaph.

Thee JeneratorsTheDevils Chords (Twist Records)
A dozen 60s garage and psyche gems from
Guernsey based Thee Jenerators are offered
up on this, their fifth album in a decade.

Elements of snarling punk, swirling
psychedelic grooves with a raw edge and
primal rock and roll are blended together
with electric energy. Recorded the old
fashioned analogue way, and released on
vinyl, The Devil’s Chords has an authentically
retro aura throughout.

Well written, well crafted and delivered with passion, this is
Thee Jenerators’ best release to date. Mixing up different styles
of music isn’t that easy to achieve successfully, Thee Jenerators
do that with style. With the psyche style Fine Time fitting
seamlessly alongside the rock and roll fired Daddy Bones and the
stomping garage punk of Who The Hell Is Frank Wilson?

If your taste in music is alternative this will be right up your
street. Distributed by Detour records, contact twist@cionine.com

Counting Coins Counting Coins (All Our Own Records)
With skapunk heroes Random Hand going on
hiatus, there is a bit of a space at the top of
that particular tree, with several bands from
around the country fighting to fill it. To the
ongoing mix, Hull’s Counting Coins have
thrown their hat into the ring with this, their
long-awaited debut album.

Not as aggressive as many as their fellow
artistes, they’re more at home with bouncy, good-time ska with a
punk edge as opposed to the out and out sound of a lot of bands,
and for these lads, it works.

After throwing the usual mix of 2-tone, punk, a little bit of
hiphop vocals together, they add something else, an element
that suggests pirates or gypsies, a sort of ‘if Gogol Bordello
were to play ska’ sound that’s a lot better than you could
possibly imagine. Having seen these live a few times now, I
can only report that the album is as lively and good humoured
as their gigs, their infectious rhythms getting you wanting to
move from the off.

Opening with their live ‘intro’ track, Left Counting Coins, they
barely let up the pace across the album. As is often the way
these days, there are too many highlights to praise individually,
but Shut Your Mouth, Freak Show, Stale & Cold and, in
particular, Don’t Look Down are all worth individual mentions.

I mentioned Random Hand earlier, and they get a look in here,
with frontman Robin Leitch supplying trombone on all the tracks
bar one, and lending his vocals on a track too. Fellow Hull artists
Pat Pretorius and Jody Moore (of The Talks) are responsible for
producing it too, which all goes towards locking the album’s
credentials firmly in place.

If you’re not sure about the skapunk sound, then I honestly
believe that this is one of the best places to jump on. They’ve
done what Jerry Dammers and Co. did in the late Seventies,
mixing current sounds with a ska beat, and have come up with
something as infectious as The Specials ever managed.
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MISERY OF THE MONTH

I suppose the only thing worse
than something accidentally
damaging your scooter is when
someone else is responsible
for this misfortune befalling
your pride and joy.

For Jo Turner of the
Mansfield Monsters it was her
better half, Darren who

accidentally caused the
damage to her Vespa GTS by
way of a melted headlight lens.

Yes folks, for those who
don’t know, the headlight lens
is made of plastic, and one
thing Darren now knows is that
hanging your heavy motorcycle
jacket over the headset while
the engine is still running and
the lights are on, doesn't allow
any cool air to reach the lens,
which eventually caused it to
start melting from the inside
out. Oops!

VE (UK) offers these new CNC
brake levers for the Vespa GT/
GTS range which are available
in short fixed blade, short
folding blade, or with a folding
adjustable length blade design,
with all three styles having ‘on
the fly’ adjustable lever reach.
These levers also feature a
large flattened ball on the end.
In most cases if you fall or

drop your machine it will result
in the loss of a brake lever but
these new folding levers are
designed to help alleviate this
by pivoting up away from the

First impressions of these new
protective lady fit gloves from
Tucano Urbano: seriously
comfortable and toasty warm.
In terms of protection these

gloves feature D30 technology.
For anyone who doesn’t know,
D30 is an impact protection
armour which is soft and
squiggly but hardens on
impact – fun to play with in its
raw state! The D30 is used for
palm protection so it is soft
when worn but protective if the
worst happens. I really like the
aviator style of these gloves,
with fleece lining, synthetic fur
cuff and knuckles that are
hard moulded.
For convenience, and to stay

warm, there’s a touchscreen
tab on the forefinger and
thumb. It takes a bit of
practice and perseverance but
it does work.
The first time I tried a

Tucano Urbano product I was
impressed by the fit. Ten years
on this is still the case, the

New from
Alpinestars’ Oscar
Collection of
subtle,
fashionable yet
practical rider
clothing are
these Portland
Drystar Gloves
(suggested retail price
£84.99). They are constructed from a premium leather for a “supple
and luxurious feel”, while the Drystar membrane and Thinsulate
thermal insulation provide class-leading protection from the
elements. There are stretch inserts on fingers and thumbs for
comfort, an elasticised snap button wrist closure fastening and
available sizes range from Small to 3XL. www.alpinestars.com

TESTED

VESPA GT/GTS LEVERS
point of impact should a
tumble occur, allowing the
handlebar end to take the
impact. This unique feature
will hopefully allow the rider to
pick the machine up and carry
on with their journey, safe in
the knowledge that they still
have both brake levers in
working order.
Available in a variety of

colours/finishes such as alloy,
black and titanium, with prices
starting from £46.50 per pair,
for more details visit
www.ve-uk.com

TUCANO URBANO
GLOVES LADY AVIATOR

size small (7) fits me perfectly.
The fleece lining in these
winter gloves is incredibly
comfortable. Autumn/winter
this year has been
unseasonably mild so far and
these gloves have been more
than up for the job. The
season may be mild but it is
also very wet and fortunately
for me the gloves are up
for this job too. I used them
on a recent 60 mile round
trip with torrential rain on
the return journey. I didn’t
have to fill up so didn’t have to
remove the gloves and my
hands remained completely
dry. Impressed.
In summary, I am very

impressed by the fit, function,
styling and price (RRP
£69.99). Available from
outlets such as Urban Rider,
Scooter Wear and Scooter
Crazy, or alternatively visit
www.tucanourbano.com to find
your local dealer.
Ann Murphy

DRY RETRO GLOVES
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KICKSTART

O
wned and run by
Richard Cotterell,
Carnaby Scooters
has been trading
for three years

now, ever since Richard
decided to make his hobby his
living by taking the plunge and
opening a scooter shop.
Mixing work with pleasure

can be a tricky and financially
dangerous path to tread, but
having run his own company
before, with his ample
business acumen and an
obvious passion for small
wheels, Carnaby Scooters is
definitely on the up. Carnaby is
a dealer for Peugeot, Sym,
Scomadi and of course LML of

which Richard is one of the
leading UK dealers.
As such he has snapped up

50% of the remaining
two-stroke bikes to sell
(two-stroke now being dropped
in favour of four-stroke in the
European market). If it is the
sound and smell of a two-cycle
machine you want, grab one
while they are still available!
Alongside the bikes you can

buy clothing and helmets for
riding and security for your
steed, as well as some Mod
threads if that is your bag!
Richard has done most of

the work up until this point,
but now he employs Chris part
time. In the new year, he will

be the full-time mechanic in
the workshop keeping the
bikes running smoothly.
The new shop opened

officially on Wednesday,
November 25, with the grand
opening the following Saturday.
Frank Sanderson and wife Kay
were on hand to answer
questions on the Scomadi
range, ex Rik-Tik DJ Martin
Fuggles was spinning the tunes
and there was a burger van on
site to cater for the hungry
punters, many having travelled
more than a couple of miles to
be there.
I saw clubs and solo riders

from Swindon, Basingstoke,
Oxford, Reading and the New

Forest to name but a few. The
planned ride out didn’t take
place (not a bad thing) giving
people time to peruse the
many and varied machines
in attendance.
There were some lovely bikes

to be seen including Lambretta
LD, TV2 175, Vespa TS 125
and Primavera 125. The day
wound down at 4pm when the
last of the 200 plus visitors
headed off home. A very
successful day with one
confirmed bike sale to nudge
2015’s sales figures nearer to
the 100 mark leaves me only
to wish Richard and Carnaby
Scooters every future success.
Bob W

Carnaby Scooters Open Day
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E
stablished in 1988, Thanet
Area Scooter Services has
what I’d describe as a good ol’
fashioned scooter shop, in that
it’s more about the scooters

and customers than shiny fixings and
corporate decals. A busy high street
establishment in the Kent seaside town of
Margate – famed in scootering circles for
the rallies of the 1980s – TASS caters for
Vespa and Lambretta riders offering
everything from new scooters (LML and
some autos) to second-hand, spares,
repairs, tuning, and services such as in
house cylinder rebores and honing, crank
balancing and frame jigging. Roger also
has a racing pedigree going back to
the 1980s on the circuit, as well as
competing in the Ramsgate Sprint
Revival last year.

What is your workshop tool?
Cylinder compression tester.

Why?
It’s a much quicker way of diagnosing
possible problems, where an engine is
losing power or hard to start for example.

Where did you get it?
I can’t remember where I originally
purchased this tool – mine is made
by Sykes Pickavant – or for that matter
how much it cost. I’ve had it for the best
part of 25 years. Similar ones are from
about £60 plus nowadays, nearer the
£90 mark would be better, this would
include adaptors.

Are others available on the market?
There are many available on the market
today and they do pretty much the same
job with varying degrees of accuracy. With
prices ranging from just £15 on the
internet it’s best to thoroughly check if it’s
good quality or made of hard boiled rice.
A tool department in a good car accessory/
parts shop would be a good place to start
and get advice.

What do you use it for?
It screws into the spark plug hole, you
then need to turn the engine over fast,
three or four times to get an accurate
reading, a good engine compression will
have 100psi+, anything lower than 80psi
shows a worn/damaged piston ring or
cylinder bore, or valves in a four-stroke
(may vary between warm/cold engines).

What other uses does it have?
If the dial fluctuates, it’s usually an air
leak from the head or manifold.

What can’t it do?
It won’t tell you the exact problem, but is
a good guide to what’s wrong.

How did you get on before you got this?
Before having this, finding any faults
would involve a top end strip down, before
being able to inform the customer of
possible costs etc.

How has it made life much easier?
It’s so much quicker to diagnose
problems.

Each month we’ll be visiting a scooter shop somewhere in this wide
world of ours – whether its speciality be restos or racers, engineering or
basic servicing – and heading into the workshop to find out what the
people there consider essential to keeping it running smoothly.
This month we dropped in on Thanet Area Scooter Services...

DETAILS
Name: Roger Lucas
Shop name: Thanet Area Scooter
Services – TASS.
Shop location: Margate, Kent.
Position at TASS: Proprietor.
Last scooter ridden: Customer’s
scooter I road tested, Lambretta
RB 250.
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This month we’ve been

Reading...

A novel set in the urban
estates of London’s East End,
between 1979 and 1982
predominantly, Too Much Too
Young follows the exploits of
two mates, Julian and Gerry.
They blossom from misfits at
school into a pair of self-styled
rude boys after encountering
2-Tone music, especially that
of The Specials and Madness.
The duo find an old LI 150

in a shed they are clearing on
an allotment and their
subsequent experiences,
involving what was already a
near terminal wreck are
amusing at times, as are a
number of other encounters,
scrapes and forays of theirs.
They are reminiscent of

things I can empathise with,
either first-hand or through
friends and acquaintances
involved in similar happenings
during the same period.

The Sharks bassist and main
man at Western Star recording
Company, Alan Howlin’ Wilson,
has provided the introduction
to the newest cult fiction
offering from Old Dog Books.
Writer of the third cult fiction

novel published by specialist
company Old Dog, Craig
Brackenbridge is well renowned
as a leading authority on
psychobilly, both the music
and the scene. His
authoritative and definitive
book Hell’s Bent On Rockin’ is
regarded by many as pretty
much the bible of psychobilly.
Of course, Craig lived and

breathed the scene, even
fronting a couple of bands
during the pychobilly uprising
of the 80s, namely The
Rednecks and Salem Dragsters.
His simply titled novel
Psychobilly, echoes the
no-nonsense titles of early

I’m The Face [Official Pete Meaden Biography] Relaunched
After being withdrawn pretty much at the time of its original publication last year, due to unforeseen
circumstances, I’m the Face, the official Peter Meaden biography, by John Hellier and Pete Wilky,
was relaunched on January 22. In the interim, the book has been revamped and extended into what
is the definitive Peter Meaden biography. While the few books that were sold from the withdrawn
first run are already collector’s items, the relaunched version is the one to own for totally accurate
information. To mark the occasion a party was held at London’s legendary 100 Club on Oxford
Street, in the heart of the 1960s kingdom ruled by Peter Meaden the archetypal ace face. This is an
in-depth overview of the life and times of Peter Meaden, with contributions from those who knew
him, Peter Townsend, Andrew Loog Oldham, Bill Curbishley and Irish Jack number among them.
I’m the Face is available from www.griffiths-clothing.com/store/books/i-m-the-face-detail
Sarge

Too Much Too Young by Steve Piper [Old Dog Books]
ISBN: 9780993430930

Anyone who grew up or lived
through the rise and demise of
the 2-Tone sound will find
equally find common ground
here. What sets Steve Piper’s
fictional tale apart from other
cult fiction books is instead of
being members of a wider
group, the two main
characters’ relationship as
friends is the key part of the
story. Real life events of the
period are cleverly worked in,
adding a bleak and gritty
reality, especially when they
intertwine with the lives of
Julian and Gerry.
Along with the simple black

and white of the 2-Tone era it
reminds us why the majority of
the output from the Coventry
based label struck such a long
lasting chord with so many of
the disaffected youth, as the
times were politically bleak.
Arguably since 2-Tone there

has been nothing, in real
terms, that has been the voice
of a generation. Could anyone,
even for one nanosecond,
imagine today’s pre-packaged
production line from the likes
of Pop Idol and X Factor
having anything to say? There
was so much more to 2-Tone
than great music, it really was
the voice of a generation.
The novel’s introduction is

from the original rudeboy
himself Neville Staple, adding
a stamp of approval, so to
speak, to Steve Piper’s book.
Sarge

Psychobilly by Craig Brackenbridge [Old Dog Books]
ISBN: 9780993430916

Richard Allen books such as
Skinhead, Suedehead and
Boot Boys. Indeed there are
other parts of Psychobilly that
are reminiscent of books
credited to Richard Allen too.
Which isn’t meant in any way
as a criticism, it is an
observation and an accolade,
as Richard Allen was the king
of 70s cult fiction.
We are taken on a journey

through first person narrative
of the central character Harry
Powell. Along with his crew of
mates, Knocker, Vince, Shane
and others, from their concrete
jungle base of Stevenage, he
blazes a trail of mayhem.
They’re wrecking, rucking

and rutting in equal measure,
taking in semi local venues,
pilgrimages to the Clarendon
Hotel, home of the Klub Foot,
and taking in a scooter rally or
two. It’s all set to the sound of
the punk meets rockabilly
hybrid of psychobilly music.
It was a time when the

quiffs were impossibly high,
the wrecking was brutal and
for some teenagers living for
today, fuelled by a diet of
cheap booze and speed.
Although it’s all somewhat
larger than life, the novel
Psychobilly is a written
snapshot of those heady days.
Although fictional, there is
much contained within that
will mirror personal
experiences of many readers.
Sarge
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GRIPPIER SCOOTERTYRES FROM MICHELIN

LUBRICANT THAT KILLS CORROSION

KICKSTART

Michelin launched two new
tyre ranges for the maxi
scooter market at the recent
Paris Motorcycle Show.

Due to arrive during the
first quarter of 2016 the
Michelin Pilot Power 3
Scooter and Pilot Road 4
Scooter are intended for Maxi
Scooters of 400cc and
upwards that were originally
fitted with radial tyres.

They complement one
another depending upon the

desired use. Michelin tells us:
“Pilot Road 4 Scooter will
satisfy safety-conscious users
in all weather conditions
(except snow and ice) thanks
to their ‘full-depth’ sipes,”
with “grip levels offered
across a wide range of
temperatures, from 0°C to
more than 40°C, and on wet
or dry roads.”

The Pilot Power 3 Scooter
tyre is intended for scooter
users accustomed to a

sportier riding style and in
search of a tyre that offers
excellent manoeuvrability and
grip on dry surfaces. It
benefits from Michelin’s 2CT
dual-compound technology
which combines grip and
durability. The first sizes
available will be 120/70x15
front tyre and 160/60x15 rear
in February 2016, with
120/70x14 and 160/60x14
in Pilot 4 pattern arriving
in 2017.

For those who don’t read every word of
Scootering, ACF (Anti-Corrosion Formula),
is a state of the art, anti-corrosion
lubricant compound that actively treats
metal using “advanced polar bonding
technology”. You can spray on to your
scooter to keep it from rusting.

It kills existing corrosion and can
prevent future corrosion from happening,
staying in place for up to a year, if
applied correctly. We’ve tested it before
and it gets used on my scooters. It seems

like a miracle, but it works. While they
commonly sell it in aerosol cans, at
Milan they showed us their semi-
professional four-litre spray unit with a
nozzle and correct psi to deliver the right
amount of ACF50 into areas that an
aerosol may not reach, reducing the
amount of wastage.

It’s not cheap at £350 plus VAT, but if
you’ve got a few vehicles to do or run a
business, it might be worth thinking
about. www.acf-50.co.uk
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SCOMADI BOLT-ONS
Readspeed has been busy creating aftermarket parts for
the new range of Scomadi TL scooters. First up are a couple of
performance cylinder kits for the 125 engines, available in 155cc or
170cc. The firm says: “The performance kits increase HP and torque
over the stock 125 engine, perfect for riders looking for a bit
more performance.”

The 155cc kit costs £149.99 and the 170cc is £199.99.
Next is the Readspeed Scomadi TL125 CDI

unit which we’re told does away with the
rev limiter found in the standard product
and offers adjustable timing. The price if
the CDI £49.99 and all products are
available mail order 01299 828037 or
www.readspeedscooters.com with trade
enquiries welcome too.
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With not enough space in last
month’s report from the 2015 Milan
Motorcycle Show to share all of
what we learned, here’s a few
extra things that may flick your
proverbial switch.
Andy

The tall and short ladies urban/
touring Ruby and Eva boots
from Italian firm Forma here
are new for 2016, made from
full grain leather, boasting
waterproof and breathable
linings, reflective areas, and
anti-bacterial footbeds with
Forma’s air pump system for
ultimate comfort.

Eicma
Continued...

2015

Spanish firm Leonelli was founded on 1952 by D Eduardo Leonelli
in the industrial zone of Poble Nou (Barcelona). There they
manufactured components for brands such as Moto Guzzi, Iso,
Lambretta, Ducati, Montesa, Bultaco, Puch, Derbi and Vespa
among others. What caught our eye in Milan however was an
ignition system they were displaying, designed for smallframe
Vespa scooters. Made in Spain, it offers variable ignition advance,
suitable for either 6v or 12v, is easy to fit and the result offers
improved power and lights. Their guinea pig scooter was fitted with
a Falc engine and in our broken English/Spanish/Italian
conversation, they told me results were impressive and that initial
customer feedback was positive. The kit is sold with instructions
and all necessary pieces for the assembly including mounting
bracket for the replacement CDI, and for more details you should
contact Leonelli via www.leonelli.com

Italian bike lift specialist Omcrop now offers a static option for its
handy Vespa lifts that I’ve built a couple of bikes on over the years.
Looks like it could be an optional base to swap with your wheeled
Omcrop, but I’m not 100% certain. The company produces a lift for
the Vespa Ape too! www.omcrop.it

For the gents, there are the
new Hyper band Naxos to look
forward to, casual and more
formal boots with plenty of
features including those listed
for the ladies’ boots above. The
Naxos has laces and a zip on it
and you also get an elasticated
gear change toe protector
should you ride a motorcycle.
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If you were in any doubt how much of an effect the retro
motorcycling fad has had on the industry, then Eicma would put
you straight. Or to put it another way, if metalflake or café racer
style open face helmets are your thing, you’re in for a good time!

Italian ‘car cosmetics’ company MA-FRA were at Eicma, polishing some rather nice
scooters thanks to a tie-in with Casa Lambretta. Not only did they have a Casa race bike
to display and also a selection from Rimini Lambretta Centre, but during the show a chap
from Casa rebuilt a Model D in front of their mobile race HQ.

Italy’s AGV have a new open
face called the Fluid arriving
next year in a variety of colours
with some potential illegal but
funky visors. There is also an
internal sun visor too, a feature
also shared with their new-ish
K5 full face.

New colourways for Bell’s wonderful range of fibreglass retro
helmets, the full face Bullitt and Custom 500. I’ve seen quite a
few of these new Bells about already and predict more in 2016.

French firm Roof added to their
Vintage range with Glitter Red
and Glitter Silver options in
2015. These fibreglass lids
feature a removable and
washable inner lining,
removable and adjustable cheek
pads and come with a leather
strap for the goggles (visor
pictured here not standard) in
sizes XS to XXL.

A very retro new colourway for the equally retro Premier Trophy
helmet, and their new Vangarde 8 open face helmet.

You’re all focusing on the new open
face lid from Nolan, right?

The new XG100 full face retro helmet from Portugese
manufacturer Nexx is crafted from carbon fibre, aramid,
fibreglass and some organic fibres, weighs in at around
1200g, features a double-D ring buckle and comes with both
a peak and a smoked visor, both attached via the studs on the
helmet. The inner lining is washable and it is available in
sizes from Small to XL at prices from around £179.99.
www.factoryagencies.co.uk

New Helmets

New for 2016 from Airoh.
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water, the front end was lifted off the
ground and the handlebars acted as some
form of forward facing rudder! Passers-by
looked on in disbelief and some guy
directing the traffic was applauding as my
LML as it emerged from the water. Ben 1,
random woman 0.”
As if contending with the extremes of

nature isn’t enough, throw in some road
rage and you get one unhappy scooterist...
“I was riding home from a do in Dumfries
into the wind and the rain; at some points
the wind was that bad I could feel the
scooter being lifted up!” said Shaun
Scally. “Even with the throttle pinned
back, I could only reach a blistering
30mph! Then I got overtaken by a car
driver who at traffic lights started yelling
‘You’re only on a f**king scooter you
shouldn’t be on the road!’ So I executed
my revenge for his torrent of abuse... I
‘accidentally’ kicked off his wing mirror
and dispersed off through a red light...”
I’m pretty sure none of these tales of

battling headwinds and monsoon rain
comes as a surprise to any of you. It’s
when your mate Ross tells you he once got
burnt at a rally... Then you worry!
Jordan

A
nd to make matters worse,
huge swathes of the country
have been submerged under
water, with many homes and
businesses damaged. Even

my place of work became nothing more
than an extension of the river next to it,
with 4ft rapids flowing through the factory
buildings. Fortunately things have settled
down and the clear up operation is well
under way for most. However, all this
traversing puddles and avoiding flood
waters has got me thinking about the more
‘humorous’ side to wet weather.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to

realise that on two wheels you’re going to
be exposed to the elements, particularly if
you’re fond of a long distance jaunt or two.
After spending several rallies trying to dry
off under a hand dryer, you soon start to
invest in decent waterproofing...
Even then, it quickly becomes obvious

that you need a second set of waterproofs
to go over the top to give you even the
slightest chance of staying dry! In these
kind of man versus weather battles, we
can resort to some pretty primitive
techniques. Whether that’s the old petrol
station gloves under gloves trick, or the
classic bin bag top! You’ve all done it, and
so have we! Jake Roberts explains: “On
the way home from Kelso 2014, I came
off round a bend because of a puddle. I
was only 10 miles from Kelso, but 200
miles from home! I had to ride on, and the
next stop some biker said I was mad
because I had to ride home in the
torrential rain!
“By this point, I might as well have

been wearing water balloons, not gloves,
and my jumper was soaked under my
‘waterproof motorbike jacket’. If that
wasn’t bad enough, my also not waterproof
pants had a hole right in the crotch! So
the rain kept going in there and soaking
my balls... I had the idea to put some bin
bags down my pants to compensate but it
ended up itchy as fuck! So in the end, I
just settled for chilly balls...”
Like I say, half the time a ride to or from

a rally can turn into a man versus weather

battle; a kind of sadistic grudge match in
which you refuse to be beaten. Some
would describe it as character building,
others just plain shit. Riding through flood
water can be quite the challenge to a
scooter... And I’ll never forget flying down
some dim and unlit country lanes while
en route to Modrapheniacs Rally. If riding
through floods in the dark wasn’t bad
enough, riding a TS1 with a 34mm carb
hanging out of the side just made it a
whole lot more interesting!
Anyway, Ben (part club member, part

iron man) had more than his fair share of
adventure on the way to our club party.
“Seeing 4x4s fail to get through a flooded
road made me think an alternative route to
the YGSC Christmas Party might be best...
So, I pulled over to ask a woman if there
were any detours, only to get the reply,
“You’ve got no chance! You’ll never make
it on that thing!” I ask is there not a route
up a hill or something? Only for this
women to get more and more irate with
me... “Just give up, just give UP! Go
home, you’ll never make it on that thing!”
That was a challenge if I’ve ever heard
one. Clicked my LML into first and kept
the revs and went for it... As I hit the

Trigger Happy
Even by the UK’s standards, the last few
months have been rather damp.

A voice from the Young Guns SC

The Young Guns Scooter Club is an
organisation for under 25s that formed a
couple of years ago in a very modern way
– online – when three young riders started
their own internet forum. Since then the
ranks have swelled, with over 300 members
from across the UK and beyond, with a
cross-section of scootering types that

reflects the variety
of styles on the
scene. For more info
or to find someone
to either ride to a rally with or meet up with
once there visit http://youngguns.team-talk.
net or search for the Young Guns
on Facebook.

WHO ARE THE YOUNG GUNS

This woman got more and more irate
with me... ‘Just give up! Go home, you’ll
never make it on that thing!’ That was a
challenge if ever I heard one.
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Feedback, Scootering Magazine, PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincs, LN9 6LZ or feedback@scootering.com

Oddballs 1
I am writing regarding your article relating
to the Lambretta LI 150 specials that you
have come across. After reading the
article, I thought I would check my own
scooter for the differences compared to
the standard machine.

I have a red and white LI 150 special
registration MFC 852G, which I have had
in my possession since 1981. It was first
registered in Cowley, Oxford, on June 2,
1969. It has the frame number 7738xx
and engine number 7747xx. My dad
bought the scooter for about £40 from the

previous owner with myself being the
second owner.
The scooter has been stored by myself

in my shed/garage since it was last ridden
by my dad when it was last given an MoT
in 1981.

It is in the same condition as when
bought, it was fitted with a GP side panel
on one side and the front wheel cover has
a dent. The horncast badge and rear
badge are also missing.
All the differences you have mentioned

in the article relate to my own scooter too
and I have enclosed some photos for

reference. Unfortunately I can’t offer any
information relating to why or where they
came about, but it is interesting to know
that the Lambretta that I have really is
something special.
Stephen Szambelan,
Birmingham.

(Thanks for the letter Stephen. I also
received an email from Johnny
Lambrettista with details of the red
painted version, which your photos and
Steve’s elsewhere confirm – interesting
information to learn – Andy)

I was very interested to read the article in the
January 2016 edition regarding the Li Special
Oddballs article. My first scooter, a 16th
birthday present from my parents, was an Li
150 Special identical to the ones pictured in
your article.
It was purchased from Pitchers Garages of

Rugby, who were Lambretta main agents at the
time and it was registered on August 1, 1969.
It was my sole means of transport for three
years during which time it took me all over the
place including the Isle of Wight music festival

in 1970.
In recent years there have

been debates on the LCGB
forum regarding these machines.
Some Lambretta ‘experts’
doubted their existence, even
though I had stated that I
owned one from new in 1969.
The problem is that they do not
show up in any Lambretta

production lists, possibly due to the
fact that they utilised an SX 150 frame
number and so the figures may have been
included in the statistics for that
particular model.
Unfortunately no photos exist of my scooter,

however a friend of mine found a photo of his
and this is attached. You will see that they were
offered in red and white as well as blue and
white. I managed to trace a couple of adverts
and these are also attached (although you
probably have seen these already).
You can imagine how pleased I was to read

your article as I was beginning to wonder if my
62-year-old memory was letting me down!

Proof at last for the doubters.
Steve Lawrence

(Thank you Steve. The advert you sent here
was the one we were supposed to publish
last month with the article, but we ran out
of space!)

Second set of Oddballs
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It’s a Piatti
Just a note to say how much I appreciated
seeing that lovely classic Piatti full page
photo at the start of December’s issue
of Scootering.

I have never seen that photo before. It
is precious!

It so well captures what scootering was
all about for me back in those days. And
for many other people at the time too. The
Piatti was not a great scooter at all, but I
love it!

I have been a fan of the Piatti ever
since it was the first personal transport I
ever had in 1957. I was 17 and it truly
transformed my life. I still have one in my
sun lounge now just to admire!

You have featured the scooter in
Scootering back in June 1995 and also
several other scooter restorations I have
completed in other editions. I no longer
own any other scooter nor are active in
restoration work these days having retired
to the country in West Somerset. My last
scooter was a Suzuki Burgman which
was great.

Attached to this email is a similar photo
of my Piatti and another same-period
classic bus. I still read Scootering every
month. I spend a lot of my time now
uploading little films I have made to
YouTube on the internet under my user
name of ADMIRALSCORNER which is the
name on my house. Many of those films
are about classic transport
including scooters.

If you are interested in seeing those,
just enter ‘classic scooters’ on my
home page.

Thank you again for brightening my day!
Mike Dan

Vince Wooloff, Chris Eldridge, area teenage
cancer rep Pippa McCain and Ray Dredge
with a cheque for £4420 which was raised
at last year’s Oddballs Rally in Oxfordshire
for the Teenage Cancer Trust.

This photo is of me enjoying Scootering
magazine in hospital trying to take my
mind off the pain of my latest operation
on December 23 – never go without
your mag (my Minibretta trike is now
wrapped up in my garage for another
four months while I recover!). I’ve also
customised my new legwear!
Kindest regards,
Mike – Minibretta

(Best wishes for a speedy recovery and
we hope you are back riding again soon
Mike! – Andy)

Jaz Power (Black Hoof SC) at the summit of
Imja Tse 6189m, in the Nepalese Himalayas.

Gelamo
While on holiday in Cyprus recently I came
across this Silver Special on display in a
cafe, talking to Adrian the owner/manager
l asked if there was a coincidence in the
name of the cafe being Gelamo and the
scooter and he replied he loved them, no
coincidence. So if you like scooters, ice
cream etc. in a nice cafe drop in to
Gelamo at Pathos harbour front.
Edwin Richards
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Faith
For those old enough to

know better… but young

enough not to care.





I
first came across this stunning Lambretta at
the 2014 Bridlington T&C show when I did
an on the spot interview with the owner on
his show experience. Not only did his scooter
stand out because of its display, but the level

of work that had gone into the paint and brightwork
really caught the eye. If I am honest the attention
to detail and style reminded me of certain
machines that appeared and completely
transformed custom scootering in the mid-80s, and
it is that era that owner Mick Carver drew
inspiration for this build.

Like many, Mick stood on Great Yarmouth’s St
Nicholas car park and looked on in awe at the
freshly built green Dazzle. He decided then and
there if funds and time ever allowed he would build
a scooter to this brief – quality paint, extensive
engraving and a deep shine from exotic plating.
This vision did not happen overnight though, and
Mick’s story isn’t the usual custom route.

As well as scootering, Mick has been involved in
the entertainment business for quite a few years.
When I say entertainment, this takes the form of
running and setting up nightclubs. In 2004 he
opened Faith, a gothic-styled nightclub in the heart
of sleepy Lowestoft. With his scootering history he
thought it would be a novel idea to build a custom
scooter to feature as a centrepiece behind the main
bar. The nightclub was Mick’s third venture and
with such a ‘lively’ occupation he decided to theme
the scooter on his experiences of the club scene.
With that in mind he sourced a solid but messy
Lambretta SX 200 for £1400 to use as the base.

Attention to detail on the
brightwork (above and right)
is absolutely meticulous.
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Now this could be where I say the build took just
over a year, etc. etc. This was not the case though.
Faith the nightclub became an instant success,
keeping all involved, especially Mick, incredibly
busy. Because of this the scooter build slipped
further and further behind, to the point it was
eventually abandoned.
Unfortunately, as the life cycle of clubs go, Faith

sadly closed its doors in 2009 and the scooter was
never finished or took its place behind the bar.
Instead it remained in parts, unloved in a room at
the company’s head office. During 2013, the
company relocated, and faced with the decision of
what to do with a half built custom, Mick decided
to take it home. With both family and business
commitments still playing a major role in his life,
the unfinished scooter kicked around his house for
the next few months with the ‘I’ll finish it soon’
promises to his very tolerant wife Jules. Finally, one
messy night out he got talking with his good friends
Sean and Lisa Sterry about the machine he had sat
in the corner of his living room. Sean, also a
scooterist, threw down the gauntlet to get it
finished for an upcoming event at Santa Pod and
this push seems to have been the catalyst needed
to renew Mick’s interest. So that is where the build
started again.
Most of the hard work was already done, the

paint and the majority of the engraving/plating was
already done during the mid-2000s. Mick’s idea to
theme the scooter on his nightclub experiences was

OWNER DETAILS
Owners name: Mick Carver
Job: Managing director, Lacons Brewery.
Town: Beccles (Suffolk).
First scooter: Vespa 50 Special – got it three
months before my 16th birthday. I rode it up
and down the drive every day until able to go on
the road. The longest three months of my life!
First rally: Yarmouth 1984 (aged 15) on the
back of my cousin’s P200E. We were riding
with the East Coast Crusaders.
How could the scooter scene improve: Stop it
getting too anoraky, matching this and
matching that. It’s slipping away from its core
values, the cost of everything is getting silly, for
example an SX200 engine casing on eBay
recently sold for £800 – what’s that all about!?
It defies the sheer existence of the scooter!
Likes about rallies/events: The care and
commitment by so many to keep it going, the
feeling of being part of something special.
Dislikes: The politics, everyone worrying about
how people get there and “that custom
scooter’s not ridden” etc. Just enjoy the fact
that so many make the effort…
Who first inspired you in the scooter scene: My
cousin John, sadly now suffering with MS, still
keeping the faith, just riding a different sort of
scooter now. I’m really pleased to be the
custodian of his 80s P200e customised
‘Nowhere To Run’, considering it’s nearly 30
years old it’s in pretty good condition.
Recommended piece of riding kit: A decent lid.
Most useless part bought for a scooter: All the
cheap, useless crap on eBay!
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then translated by Darren Horton of Horton Designs.
Over a purple swirling base the murals show various
phases of nightlife; the toolbox depicts ‘The calm
before the storm’, the eerie feeling before the doors
open. The panels show ‘euphoria and debauchery’,
watching customers leave the world of reality as
physical forms morph into alter egos. The legshields
feature ‘innocence’, the whirlwind of reality
battering at the doors of innocence. The mudguard
has a ‘dripping moon’ to illustrate the passing of
time, be it fast or slow… Then there are the hidden
murals both under the mudguard and on the inside
of the frame which show ‘danger’ ready to pounce
when least expected. I’m sure you’ll agree Darren
has done an amazing job translating Mick’s ideas
and memories of the club scene during that time.

Faith’s murals all have
meaning – the ‘dripping
moon’ on the mudguard
(right) shows the passing
of time when you’re in
a nightclub.
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SCOOTER DETAILS
Name of scooter: Faith
Model: Lambretta SX 200.
Inspiration: My love of the 80s custom scene
and the nightclub industry.
Engine: Mugello 200, GP road race crank and
gearing, PHBH 30mm carb, Varitronic ignition,
80s DJ exhaust, all built by Cambridge
Lambretta, commissioned and serviced by Kev
the master.
Paint: Darren Horton – Horton Designs.
Engraving: Don Blocksidge.
Plating: Quality Chrome.
Speed: Pulls through the gears perfectly and sits
comfortable cruising around 70mph – it’s an
absolute pleasure to ride.
Is the scooter reliable: I thought it was until it
broke down during the Isle of Wight rideout
this year… left me sitting by side of the road
for two hours!
Overall cost: Lost track, possibly £30,000 – a
lot less than the wife spent on the kitchen!
Hardest part of the project: Finding the time and
sticking at it through thick and thin, it becomes
a love-hate relationship!
Advice for anyone starting a project: Dry build, its
essential. Also (if you can) don’t compromise,
stick to your vision, stay true and don’t give up.
Anything still to add to the scoot: Yep, its sister!
I’ve already started on Faith 2!
Thanks: Everyone involved but especially Sean
and Kev, without them it wouldn’t be finished.
Cheers guys!

Unlike the paint, which did require some fettling,
the plating hadn’t faired so well from storage. Most
of the gold plating had badly tarnished, so off it all
went back to Quality Chrome for re-plating. At this
time also the final parts were sourced, and after a
couple of chats with Don Blocksidge things were
back under way.
Next on the list was a full engine rebuild.

Cambridge Lambretta were contacted and the
Mugello 200 kit was chosen for extra performance.
They also set it up using a GP road race crank and
gearing, a 30mm carb, Varitronic ignition and a
proper DJ pipe from the 80s. Very quickly the
project was back on track, however due to the
complexity and timeframes around building a
custom machine, it was not completed in time for
the Santa Pod meet. Although he hadn’t hit the
deadline Mick carried on regardless and pushed to
get it finished in time for the end of year
Bridlington T&C show. A seat was acquired from
Sweden when he made a special trip to a friend’s
upholstery company and soon the project got to a
place where all the bits were ready for reassembly.
With the help of some good friends and a lot of

late nights, ‘Faith – the Scooter’ was finally
completed in time to star at the show. A journey that
has taken almost 10 years to complete I sure you’ll
agree was well worth it, and bizarrely enough during
the summer of 2014, Faith the nightclub reopened
its doors, albeit these days Mick opts for a family
night in rather than the buzzing club scene!
Words: Dave O
Photography: Matt Woods Photography
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Lambretta GP200
It was the 30th anniversary of Scooteringmagazine last year, and in true
fashion we decided the best way to celebrate was offer readers the
chance to win a scooter. Aren’t we nice, eh?
Words & photography: Andy

Prize winner’s review
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Thirty years young
Scootering was created in 1985 by
publisher Myatt McFarlane, the company
behind Back Street Heroes magazine.
Along with Stuart Lanning’s British
Scooterist Scene and Scooter Scene
magazines, for those of us who first
started riding on 10in wheels during the
1980s, these were important titles giving
us a regular feed of scooter-related
information. I think I first submitted a
scooter club event review when Garth
Brown was editor in the 1980s, and sent
in a few more to Stuart Lanning after he
bought the magazine in the 1990s, before
he gave me a job. But I digress…
Over the years, Scootering has given

away a number of scooters, Lambrettas,
Vespas and a LML, so for our 30th we
went back to former Lambretta importer
AF Rayspeed to source another
competition prize for you, the reader.
Back in the 1990s AF Rayspeed had
supplied a brand new Lambretta for a
reader competition, and this time they
offered one of their restored Lambretta GP
200s for one lucky reader to win.

From India with love
The scooters themselves are restored in
their native India to a high standard,
brand new engines sourced from the

courtesy of Lexham Insurance. There was
a catch though. To dissuade professional
competition entrants – people who spend
their time trying to win prizes they have no
interest in and selling them on – and
hopefully ensure a genuine scooter
enthusiast won the Lambretta, part of the
prize was that the winner had to take part
in a test ride article for Scootering.
Our little plan worked and we struck

lucky as Simon is indeed a genuine
enthusiast. Not only that but once the
paperwork had been sorted out (with big
thanks to Karen at AF Rayspeed and the
staff at Lexham for making sure this went
as smoothly as possible), Simon was on
the phone to AF to ask about fitting
halogen bulbs so he could start
commuting on his new scooter as soon as
he received it. In darkest, coldest
December. Proper.
The scooter he chose was finished in

pearl white, which really did shine even
in the winter sun. It was fitted with
European manufactured Continental
tyres as standard, but Simon also
requested uprated headlights.
It was registered and taxed, and with a

full tank of fuel and instruction leaflets,
all that was left was for Simon to try out
his new scooter!
Andy

Lambretta factory are fitted, and the
machines are built from headset to
tail-light using brand new factory-
produced parts. The paint is impressive
too, a great finish and an array of colours,
all to AF Rayspeed’s specification.
Upon arrival in the UK, AF Rayspeed

then checks the scooters over thoroughly
as they would a brand new machine, to
give it a PDI (pre-delivery inspection).
This includes opening up the engine to
check the clutch and chain – known weak
points on some Indian Lambrettas – and
more often than not change components
to err on the side of caution. After all, they
don’t want customers coming back for
anything more than further two-stroke oil
and maybe some accessories.
AF then also go through the laborious

process of registering the scooters in the
UK; dealing with NOVA forms, vehicle
inspections, DVLA and everything else
related to this process. Luckily for them
they are experienced in this, although
apparently it doesn’t make it any easier!

And the winner is…
The prize was drawn and the lucky winner
was Simon Collins. As well as bagging
himself a freshly restored Lambretta
GP200 courtesy of AF Rayspeed, Simon
also won insurance worth up to £250
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W
hen I received a call from Andy
late July last year, I thought it
was something scooter related,
but imagine my shock when he
told me that I had won the

competition, which I could only just remember
entering. I needed to email him to confirm that I
had actually heard him correctly.

Over the next few months, and various
communications between Andy and the efficient
staff at AF, I decided on the white GP. I had owned
a white GP from the mid-Eighties until 2001, so I
thought it would be nice to have another. We finally
set a date in early December to collect the scooter
from North Yorkshire.

While planning to collect it, my mind went back
to the previous times that I had been in the area.
The first time was in 1981, when I was aged 17
and on my first rally, Scarborough, the Easter run.
As I had the only map, I was up front of a group of
15 or so riding up from Reading. Our route took us
round London towards Essex, to head north and go
over a new bridge and over the Humber, clearly
marked on my map. Anyway, two days later we
arrived at said bridge, to see a sign saying,
‘Opening in June’! The rally has been well

Simon says…
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documented, but it had a lasting effect on me and
so began my life with Lambrettas. I imagine this
strikes a chord with many. The second time, was on
a run to Dunbar, 1984, I think, and the chance to
stop at the recently opened (two years previously)
shop on the way, AF Rayspeed. We had all seen the
stunning machines at various rallies over the
previous three years so it was an obvious choice to
stop and see the shop. Which was an eye opener!

Forward 31 years and it was great to return to the
shop to be met by Ray, Ben and the staff at AF, and
my first view of my new pearlescent white GP 200.
The sunny but cold day did a fine job of showing
the scooter off.

On the day, after a chinwag with Ray about old
times, he briefed me on their running-in procedure
for a cast engine, which is a tad slower than I’m
used to on modern plated top ends. Andy then
suggested a few photographs on the A64 outside.
The original plan was to ride the scooter back to
the Reading area, but that was assuming it was
collected prior to Bridlington, which wasn’t
possible due to the nice people at the DVLA
needing to send an inspector to AF. So I opted
for a van, not knowing what sort of weather to
expect in December.

This week I have started running the scooter in,
the ride to work is a 40 mile round trip, cross
country, so perfect for a new engine. The bike
handles as ‘well’ as any of my other Lambrettas,

The bike handles as ‘well’ as any of
my other Lambrettas, Spanish or Italian.
Braking is efficient and it’s been sure-
footed even in some pretty atrocious
rain and standing water.
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Spanish or Italian. Braking is efficient and it’s been
sure-footed even in some pretty atrocious rain and
standing water.
The future for this scooter; it is to be a present to

my eldest son, who on completing all his bike tests,
will be the proud owner of a nicely run-in bike. All
being well this should be March next year, in time
to do a few rallies with him. I’m sure many readers
have this on their ‘to do’ lists. I will leave the
scooter exactly as it is without any modifications;

SCOOTER SPEC
Model: Lambretta GP150
Engine: Brand new GP200 (198cc) with Stage
4 top end, SIL crank, std four-plate clutch with
uprated springs, Rolon chain, four-speed.
Ignition: 12v electronic.
Exhaust: AF Big Bore exhaust.
Tyres: 3.50 x 10 Continental (made in Germany)
Brakes: Drum front and rear.
Suspension: Escort fork dampers front and
Escort rear shocker.
Other details: All new cables, wiring loom,
rubbers, lights, speedometer, fasteners, seat.
Colours: Pearl white, black, red, yellow, blue, off
white (colours/shades in stock can vary).
RRP: £3435 OTR (including UK registration,
number plate and MoT).

what he wants to do with it is up to him. I don’t
mind fitting the stuff, but I’m not buying it!
Hopefully with my son having the scooter it will

ensure that its sees many miles and years of
being ridden.
Finally, I would like to thank AF Rayspeed (and

all the staff) for providing a wonderful scooter, and
of course Andy and Scootering magazine for
running the competition, and making me feel
welcome on the day.
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TAKE THE RISK OUT OF BUYING
A RESTORED LAMBRETTA
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GS VS3
Vespa





S
ome may argue that the film
Quadrophenia is responsible for this, but
we all know that the celluloid
interpretation of The Who’s rock opera
actually featured a later 1970s Vespa

TS125 dressed up to look like a GS as the Ace
Face’s ride of choice.

In fact those responsible are Piaggio, or rather
designer Corradino D’Ascanio who between them
created what was to be come a modern design. In
fact a 1955 example is on display at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York.

When it arrived on the market in the mid-1950s,
the Vespa Gran Sport raised the bar with respect to
the battle with Innocenti’s Lambretta, beating them
to offering the world the first production sports
scooters. Taking inspiration from the D’Ascanio
designed hand built Sei Giorni (Six Day) Racer
Vespas of 1951, of which around 300 were built
offering larger 10in wheels than the then regular
production Vespas and more streamlined legshields,

Above: Gerry’s painstakingly
restored 1957 Vespa GS150
VS3 is right at home in a
seafront setting.

Right: The rear number
plate surround is a beautiful
piece, sourced from Paulo
Catani in Italy.
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The Gran Sport, like the subsequent
Primavera 125 ET3 and T5 models were
true sports machines, and while the first
may not be the fastest of the bunch, it is
arguably the finest looking.

OWNER DETAILS
Name: Gerry Rodrigues
Job: A Northern Soul loving taxi driver.
Scooter club: Essex massive.
First interest scooters: As a young Mod, there
used to be a few Mods and scooterboys from
my hometown in Maldon. My dad used to work
in Southend so I would travel up with him and
on the bank holiday I would see the whole of
the A127 packed with scooters that was it, I
was hooked!
First scooter: A clapped-out old Vespa Super
used on the fields, but it was questionable
whether the thing would run regularly! My first
real road scooter was a Mark 1 T5, which at the
time nobody admitted to liking.
Favourite model: Vespa GS, but I have a massive
soft spot for a Lambretta SX200.
Favourite style of custom scooter: I like most
scooters as long as a little bit of thought has
gone into them, but I do love a street or
period racer.
First rally: I think it was Clacton, by bus in
1984. I only went for the day. No real story but
I did get a massive bollocking when I got home
Favourite and worst rally: Loved Isle of Elba
rallies, fantastic memories (they should put
them on again by the way). Didn’t enjoy the
Euro Lambretta France in 2006, a bit stuffy for
my liking. Saying that, out of all the rallies I’ve
done that’s the only one I didn’t enjoy as much
not bad going.
If you were rally organiser what would you change:
How do you change a winning format? Love the
music and the company of like-minded people.
Your favourite featured scooter of all time: Second
Coming (chequered Lambretta Series 1 from
Germany).
Who inspired you in the scooter scene: A guy
called Darren ‘Moley’ Mole from Maldon, Essex
I was still at school and used to see him turn u
on his green PX 200 in the high street and
think he was cool as f**k.
Recommend one scooter part: BGM stator plate,
absolutely fantastic must-have bit of kit.

the Gran Sport of 1955 was the first in a range of
GS Vespas that was to last until the mid-1960s
when the GS 160 was replaced by the SS180, and
arguably set the ball rolling for a range of sporting
Vespas that complemented the standard range of
production scooters right up until 1999 when the
T5 Millennium saw the death knell of the popular
type of Vespa scooters. Sorry folks, but for me the
stickers and trick paint job of the latest Vespa
GTS300 scooters known as Super Sport are not
true sports scooters, merely cosmetic
enhancements to sell more scooters. No, the Gran
Sport, like the subsequent Primavera 125 ET3 and
T5 models were true sports machines, and while
the first may not be the fastest of the bunch, it is
arguably the finest looking.
That’s what owner Gerry Rodrigues thinks, and I

can’t help but agree, especially from behind. Just
look at those sleek lines, beautifully sculpted
panels, all from the angle that following, slower
scooters of the time would have observed the GS
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from, and you can understand the appeal. Totally. It
wasn’t just us either. During the photo-shoot a
number of former GS owners stopped to admire the
scooter, share stories of misspent youth, show
digital pictures on their mobile phones of
yesteryear, and mourn the day they sold their own
GS. Few others scooter models have this effect. Yes
a Vespa inspires generic Vespa memories, but a GS
is something special.
That’s one reason why Gerry’s became a labour of

love. That and the fact he preferred to have the GS
that he wanted and it needed to be right. “I’d
wanted a GS 150 forever,” he told me. “It’s the
most iconic looking Vespa ever built in my eyes,
and for me it was always the fabled beast.”
As a young Mod who cut his teeth on a clapped-

out old Vespa Super used over the fields, seeing a
GS for the first time on an advertising poster for the
film Absolute Beginners was a revelation for Gerry,
but it wasn’t until about five years ago that he
finally got his hands on a GS himself.
But the story of this particular Gran Sport, a VS3

model, doesn’t begin for him there. Gerry actually
saw it 13 years ago when it was painted battleship
grey and his friend John, from Scooter In Style of
Southend, had bought it in Belgium with another
GS, a VS5. Unfortunately 13 years on, by the time
it got to Gerry it had been dismantled and lots of
the parts were lost. “John and I were on a night out
and he mentioned to me he was thinking of getting
rid of it and could I stick the VS3 on eBay for him?”

Gerry continues. “Well, obviously it never made it to
eBay! I was told it would never have been mine if it
was a complete bike – John doesn’t like to part with
anything usually!”
Over the next few years, Gerry set about sourcing

the hard-to-find parts required to complete his
scooter. Understandably, he wanted original rather
than reproduction items and was prepared to be
patient in his quest. There’s no point in rushing
perfection after all. The very rare VS3 engine casing
was sourced in Germany with quite a few reusable
pieces including a genuine head which had 1957
stamped into it. He managed to find a new old
stock piston too.
His next step was to contact Brian Baldwin, a

chap Gerry has known through John for almost 17
years as a specialist builder of classic Vespas,
especially GSs, including a number of 150 models.
The GS150 engine is a rather specialist motor
when it comes to rebuilding and in Gerry’s mind
Brian was the only man for this job.
First the engine case was sent to Dean at Rimini

Lambretta Centre for acid dipping and flatten off
gasket faces. Then Gerry sat down to discuss the
final missing pieces of the engine, which
fortunately Brian had all of, stripped over the years
from other engines. Gaskets, bearing, seals and
fastenings were pretty much the only new parts
required. Meanwhile, the bodywork was sent off for
painting, another job outsourced courtesy of a
friend, Paul Brown, whose friend Trevor took sample

Above: Lots of small details
add up to an exceptional
restoration. Owner Gerry took
his time and sourced as many
original parts as possible.
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scans of parts with original paint still intact to
recreate the original colour. Gerry told me that
during his research of the colour he discovered that
not all GSs were finished in the same shade back in
the day, with early examples of the model being
slightly different to those later in those production
run. While the colour itself didn’t change, the mix
may have altered, as well as that of the undercoat
and application process.
Gerry continued to search for other rare, missing

pieces of his GS jigsaw. The speedometer, sourced
in London, had only half a face so he got an
original face in Italy and sent the whole thing to
Speedo King in the States who did an amazing job
in rebuilding it for him.
The original Siem headlight rim was another hard

to find piece that Gerry tracked down, along with
original levers, Piaggio GS script badge, locks and
ignition, seat and cover, the latter having the
amazing original leather effect look on it that I
reckon is as rare as the proverbial hen’s teeth
today.
The rear number plate surround came from Paulo

Catani in Italy, while the Ulma legshield trim
proved both hard to find, and particularly in good
enough condition to fit to straight legshields. Gerry
then tracked down another legshield trim for a
different Vespa, just so he could take the central
bridging piece from that (fits at the top of the
legshields, beneath the headset) for his GS. Now
that’s dedication.

Above and right: GS has a
host of original accessories
fitted, including the central
spare wheel carrier.

The
scooter had
to reflect a
time where
Piaggio
never cut
corners, in
other words
where the
design just
flowed.

SCOOTER DETAILS
Scooter model: 1957 Vespa GS150 VS3
Date purchased: About five years ago.
Built by: Engine by Brian Baldwin, final build
by Brian with my help/hindrance.
Engine: Standard GS150, new old stock bande
clutch, standard GS ignition, cool 60s machin
gun exhaust.
Paint: Original colour matched and painted by
local chap, Trevor.
Accessories: Original 107 Ulma trim restored
and polished, trim bridge piece, number plate
surround, Vigano fork link cover, central spare
wheel carrier, modified exhaust, Italian dealer
badge.
Speedo repaired: Speedo King USA.
Seat refurbished: PK Trim.
Hardest part: Most difficult things to source we
the brake hubs, an absolute nightmare to find
good ones.
Is the scooter reliable: She’s like a
temperamental good-looking woman, she need
coaxing… and a new fuel tap!
Cost: Including scooter, about £5500, but I
think if I started again it would take me twice
as long and cost more money.
Favourite dealers: JB Tuning, Rimini
Lambretta Centre.
Advice for anyone starting a project: Patience an
more patience. Don’t get disheartened with
looking at the mess you’ve got in front of you!
Thanks: John Willis for selling me the scooter,
Brian Baldwin, Paul Brown, Trevor the painter,
Dean Orton, Paolo Catani and Pat and Brian at
PB Polishers Ltd (01702) 614049.
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Another original part that should be considered
rare is the exhaust. It is a genuine period Vespa
GS150 exhaust system that was modified at the
time to improve the looks/performance/sound of
the scooter. Does it work? Well it’s a talking point
if nothing else!

Back on the road again
With all the pieces finally assembled, Gerry spent
six weeks as Brian’s other set of hands in the
workshop, finishing the GS off. It wasn’t plain
sailing – they had a few problems along the way
and indeed there are a few teething troubles still
being ironed out (a replacement petrol tap arrived
on the morning of the photoshoot), but the finished
scooter was more than worth the time, trouble and
money spent putting it back on the road.
“I wanted the scooter to reflect on a time where

Piaggio never cut corners,” explained Gerry, “in
other words where the design just flowed, and I
don’t think they have got it that perfect again since.
This is an amazing style icon.”
With our day done, we donned our helmets,

started up our scooters and as Gerry rode off, the
gentle pop-popping sound that only a GS150 can
make emitting from the exhaust, I followed him up
the road on my 1958 Li for a while and couldn’t
help but agree they’ve done an amazing job with
this scooter – the GS 150 does have a lovely arse.

Words & photography: Andy
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CLUB DO’s & EVENTS
SHOWS, PARTIES, Rallies & RUNS.
If your scooter club is holding a do or event just drop us a line for some FREE advertising.
Unfortunately we can ONLY accept details by post or via the website due to workloads. Please keep
wording to a minimum and be warned that listings may be edited due to space restrictions.

JANUARY
22 ZOO ZOO! @ The Blues Kitchen,
111-113 Camden High St, London
NW1 7JN. 9pm-3am(free before
9/£5 after) BIG BOSS MAN + support
live. DJ Dr Robert + Guest www.
newuntouchables.com
23 Maximum R&B, at The Phoenix, 37
Cavendish Square, London W1G 0PP.
DJ’s Rob Bailey & Rhys Webb spin
original R&B, Freakbeat & Garage
45’s from 9pm-3am Adm £6 before
10/£8 afterwww.newuntouchables.
com
23 Alley Club at the Cornerhouse,
for opening monthly night of Ska &
Reggae from 8pm-1am again only £3
on the door with Alley Club. Contact
Paul Sawtell 07914 751 502.
thealleyclub@gmail.com
30 Braintree Breakfast SC Annual
Do, £3 in advance £5 otd, Jardins,
Braintree, Essex. Check facebook for
details
30 Hip Cat Express, residency at The
Welcome Inn, Rushden NN10 9QU
playing the very best in Mod N Soul
all on lovely vinyl, free entry 7.30 till
the midnight hour..
30 Leeds Central SC, Annual Do,
at Leeds Irish Centre, 8pm – late,
wristbands £6 each. Live, ‘The
Strikes’ advanced sales only. None
on the door. Contact Corky 08903
127027 or Gav 07860 422324 for
more info and details.
31 Bradford Parts Fair, Richard
Dunn Sports Centre, Rooley Avenue,
Bradford BD6 1EZ. Details - Kev
Walsh 07966 265588 Email lcgb2@
blueyonder.co.uk

FEBRUARY
6 A19’s SC pre-season, parts fair and
do at the Staincliffe Hotel, Seaton
Carew, Hartlepool. Parts fair from
1pm, (free entry). Evening do from
7pm. Beva 07900 604957
6 Tadcaster Stax SC, Annual Do. The
Riley Smith Hall, Tadcaster, 8pm
-1am, £6. Picky 07905 564372 or
Picky 07905 564372
12-14 Scooterist Meltdown, Germany.
The all inclusive scooter party event.

12 The Soul Collective, Charity event,
60’s & 70’s Northern Soul, Motown
& R’n’B at The British Legion Club,
2 London Hill, Rayleigh, Essex SS6
7HP £5 otd. See Facebook for
further details.
12 Alley Club Northern Soul Fridays, at
The Corner House, 231 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8JE. 8pm-
1am, admission £3. facebook.com/
the alley club Tel. Paul 07914
751502 thealleyclub@gmail.com
13 AONSC Anniversary, Do details tbc,
taking place at the Standard Triumph
Club, Coventry. Tickets, tbc. www.
aonsc.co.uk
14 Walsall Parts Fair, Oak Park
Leisure Centre, Walsall Wood, Walsall
WS9 9PQ, Details - Kev Walsh
07966 265588 Email lcgb2@
blueyonder.co.uk (change of Date/
Venue as future of Worcester venue
uncertain at this time)
17-19 Breasticle Run, 1000 mile
scooter ride, all for charity. Departs
from Rainham Social Club. See FB
for updates
19-21 Cancer is a C**T III, Rainham
Mark Social Club, 56 London Rd,
Gillingham, Medway, ME8 6YX
20 Renegade SC, Annual do at Hurn
Bridge Sports Club Nr Bournemouth
Airport, BH23 6DY. 8pm till 1am.
£5.00 otd
20 Scunthorpe Silhouettes, pre season
do featuring The Finetimes plus DJ,
7:30-late. All scooter sounds and
more at Brumby Hall social club,
Ashby Rd. Scunthorpe. Tickets £5
contact Dave 07737 843437 or Brad
07919 005713
20 Mousetrap Psych Allnighter, 25th
Anniversary With Free 45. Orleans
259 Seven Sisters Rd, Finsbury
Park, London N4 2DD (10pm-6am).
Primest Garage/Freakbeat and Psych
on the planet! DJ Dr Robert & Rhys.
Ticket info £9 advance/£12 OTD
www.newuntouchables.com
26 Shoreditch Got Soul, @at Blues
Kitchen, 134 Curtain Rd, London EC2A
3AR. 9pm-2.30am (free before 9/£6
after). Live Soul Revues DJ Dr Robert +
Guest www.newuntouchables.com

26 BIG 10 Ska Band + Heavy Sol, - live
at The Corn Exchange, Fore Street,
Hertford. SG14 1AL. 7.30pm – 1am.
Tickets £10 from www.wegottickets.
com/events/334045 or Hertford
Tourist Information Office. Info: Andy
- 07989 503396 or Carole - 07917
054961. FB: RoadRunner Rhythm &
Soul Club.
26-28 Carry On Abroad, 3 nights in Las
Americas, Tenerife. (See main advert)
27 East London Scooterist Nite,
djs playing all your fav scooterist
sounds plus playing live the Werthers
Originals. Cheap bar. £5 otd. 8pm
till 2am. Hornchurch Social Club,
168 Station Lane, RM12 6LS info
facebook or 07903 278575. London.
27 Burton Brewers SC, annual Parts
Fair & Custom Show
27 Mod v Ska Night, Royal British
Legion, 21 Sycamore Street, Blaby
LE8 4FL. Tickets available via PayPal
Michaela41@live.co.uk
27 Mousetrap R&B Allnighter, 25th
Anniversary Party With Free 45.
Orleans 259 Seven Sisters Rd,
Finsbury Park, London N4 2DD
(10pm-6am). Quality 60’s Club
Soul, Ska, Motown, R&B, Blues
and Boogaloo with resident DJ’s
Chris Dale, Lee Miller, Rob Bailey,
Cousin Benson & Marco Starri. Ticket
info £9 advance/£12 OTD www.
newuntouchables.com
28 Wicksteed Parts Fair, Kettering,
Northants NN15 6NJ (please note
Wicksteed one week early due to
Mothers Day) Details - Kev Walsh
07966 265588 Email lcgb2@
blueyonder.co.uk

MARCH
4-7 Modrapheniacs SC, 40th
Anniversary rally, Sandford, Dorset
5 ZOO ZOO, at Blues Kitchen
(Shoreditch) 134 Curtain Rd,
London EC2A 3AR. 9pm-3am
(free before 9pm/£10 after). Live
bands, DJ Dr Robert + Guest. www.
newuntouchables.com
11-13 17th Antwerp Custom Show,
Kattendijkdok-Oostkaai, Antwerp,
Belgium
10 NUTsMAG, @ The Blues Kitchen,
111-113 Camden High St, London
NW1 7JN. 8pm-1am Special guests
+ DJ Dr Robert & The Baron. www.
newuntouchables.com
11 Alley Club Northern Soul Fridays, at
The Corner House, 231 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8JE. 8pm-
1am, admission £3. Facebook.
com/the alley club Tel. Paul 07914
751502 thealleyclub@gmail.com

11 Brixton Got Soul, at Blues Kitchen,
40 Acre Lane, Brixton, London SW2
5SP. 9pm-2am (free before 9/£6
after). Live Soul Revues. DJ Dr Robert
+ Guest. www.newuntouchables.com
12 Olympic SC, 35th Anniversary Do. The
Arena, 27 Hagley Road, Stourbridge,
DY8 1QH. Top Rally DJs 8 till 2am.
Drinks at pub prices. Admission £5 on
the door.(see main ad)
12 Mod N Soul in the Bowl, Bowls
Club, Rushden. Steve Brown and The
Hip Cat Express collective playing
the very best in Mod N soul. 7.30 till
midnight, £5 otd.
13 Mansfield Parts Fair, Manor Sport
Recreation Centre, Kingsley Ave,
Mansfield Woodhouse, Mansfield Notts.
NG19 8JY Details - Kev Walsh 07966
265588 Email lcgb2@blueyonder.co.uk
18-20 Ginger’s Egg Run, Lowton
Civic hall, leaves 1pm on Saturday.
Camping available Friday and
Saturday night
18-20 Clacton Weekender, featuring
The Scene, Mr Bridger more tbc
at Highfield Grange, Park Resorts,
London Road, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex,
CO16 9QY. Raising money for “Kids
with Special Needs” as our charity of
2016. For caravans call Sue Fairman
on 01255 689800 and for wristbands
call Rob on 07840 695245
19 Lost & Lonely SC, Heslam Park,
Ashby Road, Scunthorpe. £5 per
Ticket Mark Taylor (Northern Soul DJ)
& Mod-Era. Tel: 07947 725375
25-28 Whitby National, Scooter Rally #1
25-28 Le Beat Bespoke 10, The
Venue, 229 Great Portland Street,
London. W1W 5PN. Live bands,
International DJ line-up, Allnighters,
Riverboat party & Guest Club nights
www.newuntouchables.com
25 ZOO ZOO, @ The Blues Kitchen,
111-113 Camden High St, London
NW1 7JN, 9pm-3am. free before
10/£5 after) BIG BOSS MAN &
support live DJ Dr Robert + Guest
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APRIL
1 Prince’s Trust Soul Night, fundraiser.
Corn Exchange, Fore Street, Hertford.
SG14 1AL. 7.30pm - 2am. DJ’s from
Hertfordshire & Cambridgeshire Raffle
prize = Barrow of Booze. Drinks deal
7.30pm - 9pm. Tickets £5 from www.
wegottickets.com/events/334047 or
Hertford Tourist Information Office.
Info: Andy - 07989 503396 or Carole
- 07917 054961. FB: RoadRunner
Rhythm & Soul Club.
2 Hip Cat Express, at The Welcome
Pub, Rushden, Northants NN10 9QU
playing Mod n Soul on vinyl. Free entry.
2 AONSC Pre-VMSC Show, Do, details
tbc, Standard Triumph Club, Coventry.
Tickets tbc. www.aonsc.co.uk

3 VMSC Extravaganza, Classic and
Custom scooter show, The Sports
Connexion, Ryton-on-Dunmore, nr
Coventry. CV8 3FL (see main ad)
8-10 Oddballs Rally, charity event
raffle to win brand new Modena
scooter, see FB. Abingdon Oxfordshire,
more info email oddballs.rally@aol.
co.uk (see main advert)
9 East London Scooterist nite, DJs plus
playing live Jammed, cheap bar, £5
otd, 8pm till 2am. Hornchurch Social
Club, 168 Station Lane, RM12 6LS
info facebook or 07903 278575.
9 The Black Country SC, 10th
Anniversary Do, at Station Hotel,
Dudley. Live band & DJ. For tickets
call Andy 07714 331268.

15 Alley Club Northern Soul Fridays, at
The Corner House, 231 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8JE. 8pm-
1am, admission £3. facebook.com/
the alley club Tel. Paul 07914
751502 thealleyclub@gmail.com
15-17 SWSC Teighnmouth, rally
22-24 Bangers & Mash, rally, Notts.
24 Cambridge SC, annual St George’s
Day bash, from noon with ride out
at 14.00. Music, stalls, food, drink,
usual trophies and the now famous
“dash” around Cambridge. CUFC Abbey
Stadium, Newmarket Road CB5 8LN.

MAY
29 April -2 May Tenby National,
Scooter Rally #2
29 April-2 May Skegness, rally,
6-8 Phoenix Nights 10, Leicester.
Green King Stadium, Hinkley. £10
adv or £15 on the gate.
13 Alley Club Northern Soul Fridays, at
The Corner House, 231 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8JE. 8pm-
1am, admission £3. facebook.com/
the alley club Tel. Paul 07914
751502 thealleyclub@gmail.com
14-15 Gravesend Sentinels SC, parts
fair weekend. Saturday custom show
and evening do, Sunday Parts fair and
jumble. Gravesendians RFC DA12 1PX.
£12 wknd ticket- with free breakfast if
booked before May 1st. 07923 059946
or www.gravesendsentinels.co.uk

27-29 Welwyn Stags SC Charity
Weekender, £15 on the gate. Camping.
Live bands, djs, games, showers and
burger van. Welwyn Football Club
Herns Lane, WGC AL7 1TA Herts. Info
call Stuart 07786 966702.
27-30 Kelso National, Scooter Rally #3

JUNE
2-5 VespaWorld Days, St. Tropez, France
3-5 SWSC Hayling Island, weekend
3-5 Suffolk Smugglers SC, 4th Run
To The Rum Rally. LTAA, Leiston,
Suffolk IP16 4DQ
3-5 Carry On Regardless 10, by Sid
James SC.
3-5 Redcar scooter rally, Redcar RFC.
More detail on FB page.
10 Alley Club Northern Soul Fridays, at
The Corner House, 231 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8JE. 8pm-
1am, admission £3. facebook.com/
the alley club Tel. Paul 07914
751502 thealleyclub@gmail.com
10-12 Torbay Mods SC, host Riviera
Rally, Liverton RFC, Devon. EVENT
CANCELLED
10-12 Breckland Buccaneers, return
of the Forest Run. Gates open noon
Friday, £10, free PSD for first 50
scooters. The Marksmen and Extons
play Fri evening, Custom show Sat
afternoon. Dekkertones plus one other
playing Sat evening. Thetford RFC.
Info tpower160@gmail.com
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10-12 Sun Run 6, Allemans du Dropt,
47800, France Paddy Smith presents
the sixth ‘franglais’ rally. Find us on
Facebook or Email: paddy smith.
sales@gmail.com
10-12 Yorkshire Beerpigs SC, and
Featherstone Spartans SC present
Ratrun 5, Johnny Boy Friday night,
Saturday The Guttersluts, Sat night
The Skatoons, top rally DJs. £10
for the weekend, all the usual rally
stuff going on. Contact Toppa 07853
921333 Tone 07908 918963.
11-12 Scomadi Owners,weekend.
Whittingham Club, Preston. 01772
284444
17-19 Big 7 National, Rally #4,
Tunbridge, Kent

17-19 Cyder Commandos SC present
Moorland Mayhem, Buckfastleigh
RFC. TQ11 0BL. Live music, daytime
activities and much more. deborah.
latimer@bt.com for details or tickets.
24-26 Euro Lambretta, Geiselwind,
Germany
24-26 Isle Of Man, Scooter Rally for
details contact Barry 0151 3568384
or 07940 915190 Facebook Page:
Isle Of Man Scooter Rally.
24-26 Margate Mutiny IV, hosted
by South Coast Pirates SC. Two
Chimneys Holiday Park off the A28.
CT7 0HD

JULY
1-3 Shed Rally, returns…

1-3 Buchan Coasters Run, Newburgh
Golf Club, Beach Road, Newburgh,
Aberdeenshire, AB41 6BY
1-3 In The Blood SC, scooter
weekender. Bordon & Oakhanger
Sports Club, Bordon, Hants. GU35
9HG. Info Biscuit 07841 037579
1-3 Vale of the White Horse, rally.
Pewsey, Wiltshire
8-10 Cleethorpes National, Scooter
Rally #5
8-10 Guernsey Imperials SC, rally (see
main advert)
8-10 Bad Samaritans SC, present Get
Outta Dodge, Glen Hotel, Arranmore
Island, Atlantic Ocean, Donegal,
Ireland. €10 ferry deals, campsite,
2 rooms of sound, B&Bs, stunning
location, full details Facebook GOD
16. 9th year running. Only €10 for
the weekend
9 Hip Cat Express,residency at The
Welcome Pub ,Rushden, Northants
NN10 9QU playing the very best in
Mod n Soul all on vinyl. Free entry.
15-17 VCB British Vespa Days,
Avonmouth Old Boys RFC, Bristol.
Members only
15-17 Mid-Cheshire Charity rally IV,
15-16 Cannock Crusaders SC, Rally
Weekender, Cannock Rugby Club,
Huntington, Staffs, WS12 4PD. Live
bands, Part Stalls, Food Vans etc.
Info: Kevearno 07746 795761. www.
cannockcrusaders-sc.moonfruit.com.

22-24 Music Mania, Worthing, West
Sussex
29-31 ScootAyr 2016, at Ayr
Racecourse. Find us on FB or Twitter,
email: scootayr@gmail.com or phone
Swany 07885 931672.
29-31 Exmouth, National Scooter
Rally #6

AUGUST
5-7 Salford Knights SC, Rixton Rally
3. Info Keith 07786 833147.
5-7 A19’s SC, Cleveland scooter
weekender. More details to follow
12-14 Great Yarmouth rally,
12-13 EMSA & VCB, present Farmyard
Party & The Dales 100 & Beat the
Bikers conveniently rolled up into a
complete weekends entertainment.
Further details to follow
19-21 HIP Cat Express, host The Mod/
Ska Room Wellingborough Weekender
. The Castle NN8 1XA Playing the
very best Mod, Soul, Ska all on vinyl,
all ticket venue will sell out.
19-21 The Rusty Crew, proudly
present their first run in Belgium at
Balen
26-29 Isle of Wight National, Scooter
Rally #7
26-29 Venlo Scooter Rally, on the old
site at Kronenberg, Holland. Please
note: There will be no rally in 2017
as the organisers would like to have a
break to keep it genuine
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WINTER PROJECTS

I
understand Indian scooters don’t
always come out of their respective
factories in perfect condition of
course, and sadly my experience
with a LML 200 4t wasn’t

completely positive. On the flip side, the
LML two-strokes have been much better,
and there have been a few good Bajaj
scooters over the years too. Besides, it’s
my own SIL Lambretta GP200 I’m treating
to a little overdue TLC here today anyway.

The story so far
This tale begins in Lucknow, India, and in
particular the final days of the Lambretta
production line there. Some of the last
200cc models left the factory for Turkey
– export models actually produced as
Lambretta GP200 scooters rather than
local market Vijay machines – and my

scooter was one of those. Austrian scooter
dealer, tuner and racer Stoffi bought a
number of the Turkish Lambrettas and
brought them into Austria. However, these
scooters needed a lot of work doing to
them before he could legally put them on
the road in Austria, due to strict local TUV
regulations, and given the state of them
Stoffi decided to sell them on. At the time
Scootering magazine was owned by Stuart
Lanning and we were based in Weston-
super-Mare. On returning to the office
from one European trip, Stuart told me of
Stoffi’s scooters and we subsequently each
bought one from him, Stoffi kindly
delivering them to Mersea Island scooter
rally in 1997.
Now while I do love my Indian

Lambretta, I couldn’t help but feel that
the last of the 200s were put together

with a little less care and attention than
other examples before that received. In
fact a friend of mine had recently bought
one of those imported by AF Rayspeed
(there was a waiting list of 400 people for
these at the time, which is why we went to
Austria) and while these British bikes cost
more, comparing the two together you
could see why. My friend’s had been
stripped, repainted, rebuilt and certain
components changed along the way.
Mine was factory fresh, with one flat

Ditch-finder tyre, three different shades of
silver paint, panel stripes made from an
unknown adhesive material, and Stoffi had
already replaced the petrol tap simply to
get it to start!
Like an ugly duckling though, I

cherished it from then on, the standard
clutch and chain lasting longer than

I’m a strong advocate of Indian scooters.While they may not always look
as pretty as the Italian originals, get the right one and it will suffer years
of abuse and neglect, remaining faithful no matter what.

On the way to my scooter’s second
EuroLambretta in Ireland.
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anyone thought they would, and nothing
else really upgraded until it became the
magazine’s testbed vehicle for the then
new AF Rapido kit.
From then on the poor scooter’s future

was carved in stone. The engine has
suffered at the hands of neglect and abuse
of numerous people while the rest of the
bike had only a West Coast Lambretta
Works hydraulic front brake conversion
fitted by way of upgrades, everything else
merely serviceable parts replaced. It has
suffered endless thrashing around Europe,
from Scandinavia down to Germany,
France, Belgium and Holland. It was
accidentally crashed three up into a fence
at the Euro in County Durham, seized so
fiercely while wearing a standard top end
and racing a 250 down the M3 that the
crank twisted and cracked the engine
casing, the floor struts broke when
cornering too low on a track in France, and
it has towed other friends and their
scooters when they broke down.
It really needed a break…

The next chapter
I think it was the exhaust falling off in
2014 that saw my GP taken off the road
for the final time that year. I spent a few
months thinking about what to do with it,
and then spent 2015 on other scooters
attending rallies and events. The GP was
going to get painted – it deserved that at
least, and eventually I settled on a grey
paint as I wanted it to be within the same
tone as when it left the factory (and I
couldn’t decide which of the original three
silvers to try and match!).
While the engine had been already

rebuilt into a new set of casings by JB
Tuning and Sticky had subsequently used
my GP for an article about the LTH
roadblock conversion, this gave me the
opportunity to ask a friend, Howard
Stamper, to repair my original engine
casings and then I sent the block off to
Rimini Lambretta Centre for acid dipping.

As you can see from the photos, the
finish is amazing. Impressed by the
five-speed Cyclone box of theirs that I’m
already running in my Li, I decided to
treat myself and my GP to one of those
too. My aim is a scooter for touring that
doesn’t drink much fuel but still has a
good top speed when I need it. Together
with a JB blue-printed Stage 4 top end
and the reed-valve induction I reckon it’s
going to a be a sweet ride indeed.
As for the paint, well I’d already been

talking to a certain Dave Dickinson about
other things, and we kind of ended up
discussing my GP, colour options and the
like. After taking up my GP to him earlier
in 2015, the conversation included how
bad the bodywork was (I knew it was bad,
but apparently my definition of repairable
and that of Dave and Pat at DDK are
different!). The frame went off to AF
Rayspeed for some new floor struts, and
their parts bin was raided for a decent
horncast and headlight rim too.

As often happens with such projects, this
has increased the planned cost a little (I
really must learn to weld, which would save
me a fortune I’m sure!), but at the end of
the day we all learn it’s not worth cutting
corners. Anyway, having seen the job
they’ve made of it so far, I’m more than
impressed. It’s nowhere near finished – in
fact only one part, the toolbox door, had
been polished and lacquered when I last
visited Dave – but already it looks a million
times better than when it was brand new.
With a big smile on my face, I’ve now

started to write that list of ‘ancillary parts’
that are required for any scooter rebuild,
when restoration, rustoration or simply a
winter overhaul, of fixings, cables, bulbs,
etc. I’ve slowly been collecting bits over
the last year to spread the cost – wiring
loom, SIP speedo, rubbers and the like,
but the latest list written only a few days
ago was still a bit too long for my liking.
Oh well…
Andy

Above left: The forks look very tidy smoothed. Above: Loosely assembled and I’m already excited. Right: All the
best painters are proud to leave their mark…

I had the engine on my Li Series 3 acid dipped at Rimini Lambretta Centre when I built it over 12 years ago
and it still looks mint. Giving the GP the same treatment was a no-brainer.
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Pit $
Over the past few years there seems to
have been a resurgence of both cutdowns
and chops. Just look at the displays put on
by the Lambretta Chopper Owners Club at
custom events such as the IOW...

£ Money
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When Money Pit was Italmania, gracing the cover of Scootering in 1992.
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N
ow normally this shows itself as a
single ‘marque’ build, but every now
and again we get a fusion of the two
main scooterist brands. Take a bare
Lambretta tube frame, rework the

engine mounting to accommodate a Vespa engine
and a ‘Vespbretta’ is born! Sounds simple but
anyone who has tried to complete this form of
surgery will know these things often take numerous
hours of both planning and production to both look
right and perform correctly.

Now although the scooter you see here may
appear ‘brand new’ and in theory it is, certain parts
may provoke nostalgic memories. Part of the frame
and forks came from a previously featured custom
called Italmania, that appeared in Issue 86 in
1992. Owner and builder of this beast Crispin
Baguley acquired what was left of Italmania about
two years ago for £1300. After years of neglect it
had been badly powder-coated, and the rear part of
the frame had been replaced. After sandblasting it
was obvious that the tank and engine mounts were
also not really up to the task, so he decided to take
it back to bare bones. He had a vision to create
something a bit different but to utilise the original
front frame and forks. After several ideas he settled
on an old school long and low build.

As the frame was now bare metal it was handed
over to his mate Kev Williams – a welder/fabricator
and member of Derby Central SC. Together they
talked over the plan, which was basically to keep
the ride height the same and redesign and
strengthen the back end and engine fitment.

First everything was removed from the frame
tube. Next the forks were fitted, these although
starting life as SX items have been heavily modified
– the stem has had top and bottom yokes fitted and
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then two lengths of fork diameter twisted tube
fitted. They also decided to fit a steering damper,
as well as BGM shocks and a hydraulic front disk.
With this all jigged up it was time to fit the donor
engine, so an engine mount was fabricated to take
a Vespa T5 lump.
Once lined up and checked for position and

movement it was then welded into place. This also
meant adding a fixing for the upgraded rear shock
absorber. Once they were both happy about the
lines several other parts were fabricated and then
attached. A lower frame block was fitted to house
the forward controls, horn and ignition. And once a
central tank bar had been added to strengthen the
frame a curved ‘banana’ style seat unit was
sculpted to finish off the back end.
Cris then set about either finding or in most

cases making from scratch various other fixtures
and fittings – a quick-action throttle, a hand gear
change, mounts for both headlight and front rack,
rider and pillion foot pegs, twisted side stand, sissy
bar, custom wiring loom and extended brake lines.
You name it, most things had to be either converted
or made one off. One really nice touch and
something people don’t always think about is the
way they have made channels and fitted tubes to
route both wiring and cables inside the frame.
After the dry build was completed it was time to

disassemble and make all of the parts ‘pretty’!

OWNERS DETAILS
Name: Crispin Baguley
Job: Blind fitter.
Scooter club: Lambretta Chopper Owners Club.
First interest in scooters: About 10 years ago
when I got a Li 125.
Favourite model: Lambretta SX.
First rally: Scarborough, on my Lambretta.
Favourite rally: Scarborough is my favourite. No
worst – I love them all!
How could the scooter scene get better: More
young blood brought into it and more custom
scooters shown in Scootering magazine.
Funniest experience with a scooter: Overtaking a
stationary car in a queue of traffic in Matlock.
The scooter in front stopped and left me no
room so I was at the side of the stationary car.
A huge American lorry was coming the other
way on a small road. As he went past us I had
to lean the scooter to the left and as I did that
the lorry passed us and his tyres were rubbing
on the exhaust of my scooter making a
squealing sound. My wife didn’t find it funny
but I did!
What do you like about rallies/events: Seeing
other people’s scooters and the camaraderie
between people.
What do you dislike about rallies/events:
Bad weather.
Favourite custom scooter of all time: Red Light.
Recommend one scooter part: BGM fully
adjustable rear shock, and scooter kit Scala
Team set radios.

Name of scooter: Money Pit
Scooter model: Originally Italmania,
Lambretta SX 150.
Time to build: Two years, by me.
Engine: Vespa T5, Mark Broadhurst conversion,
steel liner and Suzuki piston, 28mm Dellorto
carb with reed valve, Taffspeed exhaust.
Speed: Cruising speed 70mph.
Is the scooter reliable: Yes.
Frame modifications: By Kev Williams. Fork
rakes altered to longer forks, engine mount
changed to take Vespa engine, rear shock
mount remade, lower frame strengthened
at the bottom, cross member put in to
mount tank to.
Specialised parts: Throttle, gear change, seat,
mount for headlight and front rack, foot pegs,
custom twisted stand, sissy bar, adjustable
stainless steel rear pegs, wiring loom, brake
lines, control lines.
Paintwork: Racepaint, Nottingham.
Hydro dipping: Hydrograph, Bulwell Nottingham.
Chrome: Nottingham Platers.
Overall cost: Around £7000.
Hardest part of the project: Feeding the cables
through the frame.
Favourite dealer: Beedspeed, Grimsby. Know
what they are talking about and stock most
things you would need, very helpful.
Thanks: My wife for putting up with me and
letting me spend so much cash! And to anyone
who sees the scooter in the mag and has had
any part in making it.

It was
decided to
take it back
to bare
bones. Cris
had a vision
to create
something a
bit different
and after
several
ideas he
settled on
an old
school long
and low
build.
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He also took this opportunity to give the engine
some oomph. He always loved the look of 70s style
metal-flake and sign-writing, so with that brief the
frame, etc. was despatched to Racepaint in
Eastwood, Nottingham. Here they treated his parts
to a green and blue flake coating with silver
pin-stripped divisions – very nice I must say.
The remaining metal parts were then all highly

polished and given a coating of chromium by
another local business, Nottingham Platers. While
all the parts were away being beautified, he turned
his attention to the engine. The T5 cases were
completely stripped and rebuilt with a tuned Mark
Broadhurst steel-lined Suzuki piston conversion. To
compliment a 28mm Dellorto carb and reed valve
were fitted, as was a ‘wrapped’ Taffspeed
performance exhaust.
Once everything was back from both platers and

painters he was ready for the final construction.
After almost two years and quite a considerable
monetary outlay, I’m sure we’ll all agree he has
created something a bit special. I’m not always a
fan of Vespa chops, as I often find the mixed
engine/frame to sit a little awkwardly but this is not
the case here. I mentioned the cost involved earlier
as anybody who has been bitten by the customising
bug will know individualisation doesn’t o ten come
cheap, in this case £7000 – Cris’s c en nam for
his ride, Money Pit is a very apt title r those o
like to think outside the box!
Words: Dave O.
Photography: Joe Dick

Anybody who has been bitten by
the customising bug will know that
individualisation doesn’t come cheap.
Money Pit is a very apt title for those
who thiiink outside the box!
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On the face of things, a family man in his thirties is unlikely to be high
on anyone’s agenda as someone with real daredevil attributes.

Stunt Rider
Vespa

Günter Schachermayr
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A
ustrian scooterist Günter
Schachermayr, or as he is
better known, Lumpy,
is said man in his thirties.
He is also a family man and

since 2009 he has been performing
impressive freestyle tricks and stunts on
Vespas. In more recent years he has been
performing a number of full-blown stunts,
again on his Vespa scooters. Several
clips featuring some of his most daring
Vespa riding antics are firm favourites
on YouTube.

While performing some of his more
outlandish tricks, he has notched up an
array of records. In 2014 he actually
rode a Vespa vertically up a steel cable
to a height of almost 50m, which is an
almost unbelievable stunt to have
successfully achieved.

Lumpy has grown up with scooters, his
own love affair with Piaggio-made
machines beginning when he was in his
early teens. Performing an ever-growing
repertoire on two different Vespas at stunt
riding extravaganzas across mainland
Europe, he has become a major attraction
in his own right at many events. Visually,
his orange wheelie-modified special Vespa
PK with only a rear wheel, and what he
does riding it, has caught the attention of
many. Yet other unorthodox riding tricks,
such as riding his Vespa facing the

opposite direction, and riding while sitting
on the front mudguard looking over the
handlebars in the direction he’s just come
from, not where he is going, take much
more practice and skill than riding around
on one wheel.

An agricultural machine builder by
trade, Lumpy has the engineering skills to
develop all manner of necessary
mechanical items to perform full-blown
outrageous stunts. He has even converted
one of his Vespa engines to run on nitrous
oxide, which no doubt involved more than
a few laughs!

Not one to rest on his laurels, he has a
number of projects on the go currently,
which will result in even more spectacular
one-off stunts being attempted. At the top
of his list is what must be the most
ambitious riding stunt ever. He plans to
ride a motorcycle vertically upwards to the
edge of the troposphere.

We caught up with Lumpy for an
exclusive interview about his life, his love
of scooters and his stunts, freestyle riding
and his world record achievements.
English isn’t Lumpy’s first language so the
interview was carried out with the help of
an interpreter. It’s informative, insightful
and interesting, and it emphasises that
the sky is the only real limit for this
crazy Austrian.
Sarge
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Countdown here I come
When did you first become interested
in scooters?
Both my father and mother owned and
rode Vespas when they were younger.
When I was 12 I fell in love with scooters
too and my parents encouraged me.

What was the first scooter you owned?
I saved up for a long time, and when I was
16 my very first scooter was a Vespa 50
Special. I bought it with my savings.

What was the first scooter event you went to?
My very first Vespatreffen was Eurovespa
in Vienna and my first long ride on a Vespa
was to Pontedera, the Piaggio factory, to
visit the museum. It was a great event and
I had no problems with my Vespa riding
there and back either. No snapped cables,
ignition or carburettor issues, it was the
business. If I wasn’t already hooked by
scooters, I was for sure after that.

How many different scooters do you own?
I have four, all Vespas, TS200cc, PK125,
PK112, TS125, but none of them now

Do your family support your freestyle riding,
stunts and world record attempts?
My wife Sabrina is part of my team; she’s
the manager. My parents, wife and two
sons, Nico and baby Kevin Vespa – yes we
called our second son Kevin Vespa, its on
his birth certificate – they all watch any
freestyle riding shows, stunts and
everything I do on my Vespas. I live very
modestly and not beyond my means.
I have the time, being self-employed, to
train for two hours every day, one hour in
the gym and one hour training on my
Vespa. My family support everything I’m
doing. Something my wife Sabrina and I
have done for the past few years around
Christmas time is to dress up as Saint
Nicholas and we ride around Austria,
where we live, on a scooter giving gifts
and candy to children.

Life’s a gas
When did you become interested in
attempting speed records on scooters?
It was 2009. Being an engineer by
profession, the challenge was at first to
push the limits of my scooter engine.

1: On tow by a Ferrari to set up a world record attempt. 2: Lumpy and wife Sabrina dress up for Santas on Scooters, an annual charity toy run. 3: Ready for lift-off –
riding a scooter vertically up a 50m wire has been one of Lumpy’s more unusual stunts. 4: Onwards and upwards during the same stunt. 5: Completing a world record
wheelie stunt. 6: Lumpy and scooter on zip wire in Switzerland. 7: If you’re going to ride a scooter down a zip wire you might as well do it somewhere like this.

meet Austrian type approval laws for
riding on public roads.

Has it always been Vespas only for you or
have you owned other scooters?
I grew up with Vespas; my parents rode
Vespas when they were younger.
Lambrettas cost too much money,
especially in Austria, even more so with
the type approval laws. All my money is
tied up in my Vespas. Besides Vespa is the
make of scooter for me, Vespas make my
heart beat faster.

Are you a member of any scooter clubs?
The Delroys are my local club, but I’m not
a member.

What is your day job?
I’m an engineer by profession. I enjoy
working on new projects and coming up
with new ideas. I especially enjoy the
challenge of working on something,
sorting out any problems that might crop
up and making it work properly. Then I
enjoy showing what I have done to
the world.

1 2

3 4

5 6 7
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What inspired you to build a nitrous oxide
powered Vespa?
I saw the set-up in the action movie The
Fast And The Furious and I started to
think about how I could make something
like that work on a Vespa. I wanted to be
the best and to set a world speed record
on my Vespa. I knew I couldn’t achieve
that with what can be bought on the open
market, so I decided to develop my own
system using nitrous oxide.

Tell us more about that Vespa.
My scooter has 50.4hp and 32.5lb-ft of
force. The engine revolution output is
11,900. Because I’m using nitrous oxide
I have 70 bar injection pressure and
–89ºC. Top speed is 118.4kph (73.5mph).
Every part of the nitrous oxide system

on my Vespa was developed, set up and
prepared by me. I have my own power
testing station so I can set up and tune
any of my scooters.
I actually have two identical looking

Vespas because of the police and type
approval laws in Austria, same paint, same
serial number, one is the nitrous oxide

8: Being interviewed aboard the motorcycle he’s planning to ride vertically into the Troposphere.
9: Modifications for the nitrous oxide Vespa. 10: Spot the difference – NOS Vespa with standard freestyle Vespa.

Power data readout for the nitrous oxide Vespa.

Vespa, the other is my freestyle Vespa, I
can easily swap the registration plate from
one to the other because both have
Velcro fasteners.

Tell us about your V-Max Scooter
185kph record?
I did this at an airfield in Vienna, I was
towed up to speed by a 600hp Ferrari,
then after releasing the tow rope I was on
my own on the scooter, reaching nearly
200kph. Braking to slow down was the
hardest part!

What does a scooter ice rally involve?
It is for each participant to ride as fast as
possible round an icy track. Every
participant does two laps as fast as they
can, the two lap times are added together
to evaluate each participant’s placing.

How many times have you entered an
ice rally?
Only once so far, for fun and enjoyment –
the annual ice rally in June 2015. I didn’t
ride my own Vespa though, I only had
enough money to participate so I borrowed

8 9

10
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someone’s ice racing Vespa to take part.
To win you need a powerful Vespa motor,
warm padded clothing and tyres with
screw-in hardened steel spikes.

What special equipment is needed for your
fire wall stunt?
This is a stunt where I literally ride my
scooter through a burning wall. I have not
yet performed it in public – just a few
practices in private. In Austria I have yet
to find a place that will permit me to do it
in public, not for safety but because of the
pollution caused by setting the planks on
fire. We have many crazy laws in Austria!
The walls consist of tyres filled with
concrete with slotted square wooden posts
in each. Sixty wooden boards and 60 litres
of accelerant are needed to make the walls
and make them burn. I wear a fire
retardant racing suit and gloves but the
scooter doesn’t need any modifications. I
hope to perform it in public one day.

Six years ago my wife Sabrina encouraged
me to perform freestyle riding doing stunts
and tricks at shows. I’ve taken part in
many motorcycle show events in Austria,
Germany, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland.
Hungary and the Czech Republic.

What sort of preparation is required for
Vespa freestyle stunt riding?
Before every show I check over everything
on my scooters, clutch; brakes, spark
plugs, cables, everything is checked.
This is one of the most important things

to do for my Vespa stunt show
preparations. Sometimes not every trick
works 100% as it should and the risk is
very high that you can wind up injuring
yourself. It takes a lot of time and it is
very challenging, but it’s worth the effort
when everything goes exactly as you
wanted it to.
When I first started freestyle riding at

motorcycle shows on my Vespa it took a

11: Handlebar in one hand, megaphone in the other during training. 12: Physical training is a big part of preparation. 13: With wife Sabrina and baby Kevin Vespa.

Up, up and away
What made you go from riding scooters to
performing freestyle stunts and tricks?
Well, as I had to spend a lot of money on
the nitrous oxide scooter, I couldn’t afford
to spend any more money in the
development of this scooter. Then I
thought why not earn money with stunt
riding? So I can do what I love, riding
scooters, and get paid for doing it – isn’t
that cool?

What scooter(s) do you use for freestyle
stunts and tricks?
My Vespa TS200 is the main one for
freestyle. There is also my modified
PK112 for more specialist riding tricks.

When and where did you start doing freestyle
stunts and tricks?
In the past I’d participate at scooter
meetings and bring myself to the centre of
attention by doing a few freestyle tricks.

11
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while to get the audience’s attention, but
by getting all the tricks and stunts right
and being a showman, I won them over.
Of course the tricks on the Vespas differ
by the degrees of difficulty, but the
audience don’t always know or appreciate
that. Something small, such as my foot
not being positioned correctly, can make a
freestyle trick fail. I practice for one hour
every day in a leased hall so that I can
stay dry and out of the wind. To do
freestyle tricks I have to be very fit too, so
every day I train and work out in the gym.

Where do the ideas for new freestyle tricks
come from?
Well, me and my beloved wife Sabine. We
have a lot of crazy ideas!

Are there any freestyle stunts you have
attempted but not mastered?
Actually no. When I start practising for a
stunt, I always know I am going to master

How hard was it to master the high chair
wheelie stunt?
To accomplish the high chair wheelie I
had to train and practice for about 90
hours. It also took two clutches and I got
scratched and bruised a lot, so now I have
special shoes, trousers and gloves when
performing the high chair wheelie.
I have since set a few wheelie world

records including one at the Red Bull Ring
racing circuit and one on the steep
Grossglockner road in 2014. I got into a
bit of trouble for that one – riding across a
pedestrian bridge!
I had to train and practice to wheelie for

90 minutes, as the high Alpine road was a
distance of 14.7km. My orange scooter
had to be modified to do this stunt, two
tanks were needed and I had to develop a
way to stop the brakes overheating and
failing. By working on my nitrous oxide
engine setup the brake overheating
problem was solved.

14: Posing in the paddock. 15: Stunt Vespa for 2016. 16: One day this will be mine! 17: Freestyle stunt riding outfit. 18: Lumpy and wife Sabrina in Vienna.

it eventually. Sometimes the training for
a special stunt requires 75-80 hours of
hard work though.

What was the first freestyle stunt
you mastered?
To ride without holding on... no hands on
the handlebars.

What modifications have your Vespas needed
for freestyle stunts?
There are some on the orange scooter that
are essential for these stunts. For example
you have to cut the rear end in order to
perform a high wheelie.
The green Vespa has been kept

absolutely original, standard. But after
spending some time doing stunt shows I
realised I had to do something radically
different if I was going to set myself apart
from the crowd and give people something
to look at, so I simply cut the front wheel
and lower fork leg off!

12 13 14
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up as more of a training exercise than a
proper stunt. It was so I could experience
and acclimatise at a height of 4150m in
preparation for the troposphere stunt and
to make sure I didn’t suffer from vertigo.

What is the most dangerous stunt you
have performed?
It was in Switzerland at the world’s largest
flying fox zip line in the mountainous
Hoch-Ybrig area.

The flying fox stunt was to beat
Moroccan Mustafa Danger (Hochell
Akrobat) who was world record holder in
the zip line discipline. He did a 500m
long run on a steel cable 100m high in
America. My mission was to beat that.

My beloved wife Sabrina came up with
the idea – why not do a stunt on a Vespa
on the world’s largest flying fox, in
Switzerland? The zip wire is 2000m total

How did the big crash helmet become part of
your freestyle show?
It was an idea we came up with during the
spring of 2015 – it was another way of
catching people’s attention and making
me stand out. It’s all part of the showman
in me to get the audience on my side
when I’m performing.

What is the biggest audience you have
performed for?
The German-Stuntdays event at Zerbst/
Anhalt airport was in front of about
25,000 people. It was a great experience
to perform my freestyle tricks and stunts
next to the world’s best motorcycle
freestyle riders and I was the only scooter
stunt rider there.

I did the full programme of my stunts
which resulted in me being the audience
favourite with my Vespa.

Take it to the limit
What made you attempt to perform
spectacular stunts?
I am an engineer by profession, so I enjoy
the challenge of trying to make something
that doesn’t seem possible become a
reality. I have particular aims and
ambitions that I have set myself. I want to
build a house for my family and for me I
want to buy a Ferrari 458 Italia. I want to
be able to achieve these things without
having to borrow on credit but I can not do
this by doing Vespa freestyle stunt riding
shows alone, so I must do something that
has never been done before.

What is your favourite stunt that you
have performed?
The Ferris wheel stunt in Vienna. Simply
the best! It was really a bit of a hoax stunt
on the giant fairground wheel. It was set

19: When you absolutely, positively have to ride a Vespa around a Ferris wheel. 20: On the big wheel. 21: That Ferris wheel stunt Vespa in Vienna. 22: The BIG helmet!

19 20
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length, which meant achieving more than
500m was possible. With the steep
gradient of the flying fox my biggest
problem was the standard Vespa braking
system – it would not be anywhere good
enough to slow me down. I ended up
making a special one-off alloy wheel, fitted
with a special Vulkan coupling and a
Brembo braking system with 112kW/bhp.
This was the most difficult and dangerous
stunt I have done, potentially life
threatening. I roared off and achieved the
stunt, managing to slow down by applying
the brake four times!
I achieved a speed of 129.5kph and

a distance of 1800m on the flying fox
zip line.

What was the first spectacular stunt you did?
In May 2014 the first, biggest and most
spectacular stunt I have done was to drive
vertically upwards on a steel cable,
defying gravity. I wanted to do something
that had never been done before on a
Vespa. My Wife Sabrina came up with the
idea to drive a Vespa vertically on a thin
steel cable.

23: A few subtle modifications needed here. 24: Lumpy’s Vespa at the ready for flying fox zip wire stunt in Switzerland. 25: The view from the zip line Vespa. 26: A quiet
moment before getting down to business. 27: Pollution laws have resulted in Lumpy’s firewall stunt being banned in Austria.

How did you prepare your Vespa for the
vertical stunt?
This stunt nearly stopped before it started,
there were so many problems to overcome
with running the engine in a vertical
position. The carburettor wouldn’t work
properly, then the engine was running on
and engine oil was leaking out everywhere.

These were just a few of the problems
encountered. I eliminated them step by
step. After a year of development, I had
engineered the engine to run in a vertical
position and the clutch was no longer
slipping. It was tuned to 29.6bhp and I
was ready for the first test run.
Everything was ready, the crane was

holding the steel rope. The engine fired
up, first gear was engaged, the clutch
held, here we go! My Vespa was running
against the force of gravity, then suddenly
without warning, there was a massive
‘bang’! Something had sheared.
I was thinking ‘oh my God’, it was three

weeks until the day I was meant to
perform the stunt to the world and it
seemed then like it had failed already. For
10 minutes I had my mouth wide open,

finding it hard to breathe. Luckily the
damage was not too severe. I had a
meeting immediately with my team
members to decide how to stop it from
happening again. I needed to prepare
myself for the stunt too, so I did height
training on a tower crane.

The Teufelberger rope company provided
my personal protection equipment as
sponsorship and the cable we used was a
non-commercially available non-twist wire.
The Vespa frame body used for the

vertical steel rope stunt ride was standard
but as for the motor, running gear and
other special requirements, there were a
lot of one-off parts and modifications. A
generous sponsor made this possible.

How did you feel after successfully
completing your vertical ride?
I felt very good, you find many doubters in
this world but I have proven that if a man
sets out to ride upwards on a vertical steel
cable, defying gravity, It can be done.
The 50m vertical ride is what has

inspired me to do a troposphere stunt, by
riding a motorcycle 4150m high.
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Higher and higher
What will your troposphere stunt involve?
This will be the craziest motorcycle stunt
of all time. I will ride a 650 Kawasaki
motorcycle to the edge of space. Both the
motorcycle and special wheels it will
require, a system I have developed myself,
are in the preparation stages.

This stunt will take place in New Mexico
in 2016. A 2150m steel cable will be
prepared on the ground, then a Sikorsky
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter will lift me
on the motorcycle, attached to the steel
cable, vertically upwards to an altitude of
nearly 5000m.

At that point I will kick the motorcycle
into life and ride up the 2150m steel
cable. On reaching maximum height the
motorcycle will be electrically locked into
position, I will then release myself from
the bike and parachute back to earth.

How long does it take to plan, prepare and
practice for a spectacular stunt?
Usually it takes one year to practise and to
get all the permissions that are needed.
First, a comprehensive project manual
containing plans for the stunt has to be
produced. Then you get to the really
difficult part which is getting permission,
approval and insurance.

If something happens when I am
performing the stunt, I am personally
liable for that. Constructive drawings and
diagrams are created by me, then I
personally present them to the owner of
the location where I would like to perform
the stunt.

From this point I begin the one year
preparation time. A big part of performing
a stunt is all the safety requirements.
Without protection and back up protection
there is no stunt. There would be no
approval without complying with all
safety requirements.

You’re working on another project to ride a
Vespa 5m deep underwater, how will you
keep water out of the electrics and
the engine?
This will be a difficult challenge, it is very
much a work in progress but work is
actually progressing. David Copperfield,

STOP PRESS

Lumpy’s first stunt of 2016, known as
Waterworld5, is set for March 3 at Lake
Klaus, Klaus an der Pyhrnbahn, Austria. He
will be attempting to ride 5m below sea
level for a distance of 25m.
Preparations involved completing diver

training but emergency paramedics will be
on hand as a precaution for this difficult
and dangerous stunt. There will also be a
team of divers as back up should any

problems arise. Members of Diver Passion
underwater sport club with be manning the
underwater cameras to capture the stunt on
film. Although the stunt is taking place in
March, spending 25 minutes underwater
will require special equipment as the water
temperature will still be close to freezing.
The stunt is set for 12 midday, and more
information is available from his website:
www.guenter-schachermayr.at

Early preparations for underwater riding at Lake Klaus.

Not a stunt, but ice racing on a scooter requires serious skill and dedication.

the magician, does not reveal how he does
his tricks, I am the same with this project.
The world will see what happens when I
perform this difficult stunt.

Have you any plans to perform your freestyle
Vespa riding show in the UK?
There are no plans or bookings for the UK
as yet but I would like to perform in the
UK and anywhere else.

If there are people interested in this,
contact me through my website
www.guenter-schachermayr.at

Have you any other spectacular stunt
projects planned?
Yes! One of these is to drive upwards
between the Marina Twin Towers in
Chicago USA, overlooking the Green River,

on only the rear wheel of my Vespa. Also
in the USA, I am planning to ride across
the Royal Gorge in Colorado, on the front
wheel of a Vespa on a steel cable. My
target is to do five special stunts each
year and become the craziest stunt rider
of all time!

Finally, what are your plans for 2016?
Well, 2016 is going to be a busy year.
First I’m going to participate in the stunt
riding world championships in Belgium. I
have also been invited to Malaysia to
perform freestyle stunt shows in several
different places. Then I am going to the
USA and New Mexico to do the special
stunts I have told you about. And there is
the challenge to come up with completely
new stunts to perform on my Vespas.
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SPECIALIST SERVICES

chrom e plating & custom gold
Plating - chrom e gold nickel zinc
Pow der coating - fullrange of colours
Engraving & A lloy polishing
Stripping - chem ical shot or vapour blasting

m ake your engine look like new
RESTO RING O R C USTO M ISING Y O UR PRIDE & JO Y ?

TEL TREV O R HA RRISO N 01977 604040
em ail:m idastouch_19@ M SN.com

w w w .m idastouchgb.co.uk

CHROMING

CUSTOM LAMBRETTA PARTS

PAINT & GRAPHICS

NUMBER PLATESENGINEERING

SCOOTER TRADER

AIRBRUSHING
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Shot Blasting Priming
Bead Blasting Spraying

Metallic Paints Pearl Finishes
Glitter Flake

Panels Filled and Repaired
EXCELLENT PRICES
QUALITY FINISH

Old Yard Workshop Vansittart Est
Windsor Berks SL4 1SE

Phone: 0044 (0)1753 866211
Fax: 0044 (0)1753 832324

E-mail: support@swallowsprays.co.uk
www.swallowsprays.co.uk

Lam b retta and Ves pa A u th entication Letters £7Lam b retta and Ves pa A u th entication Letters £7Lam b retta and Ves pa A u th entication Letters £7
(D VLA accepted )(D VLA accepted )(D VLA accepted )
Co nta c tPete D a vies via em a il: blaauthentications@ hotm ail.co.uk
Fu ll d eta ils o n o u rw eb s ite: w w w .britishlam brettaarchive.co.uk
9 5 G ro ve R o a d , Leic es terLE8 4 D H

REGISTRATIONS

CARBURETTORSPAINT & GRAPHICS

SERVICES

TO ADVERTISE
CALL GARY

ON 01507 529417
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Terms and conditions for private advertisers

On occasions Mortons Media Group, publisher of Scootering, shares selected information with its sister companies within the Mortons Group of Companies and with other reputable companies, who may
contact you about products and services that may be of interest to you. If you DO NOT wish to have the details given here passed on, please tick this box ❏

EmailTelephone Area/County

Scootering Reader Adverts
Make Model

OFFICE USE ONLY MONTH CODE

Choose a section
❏ Automatics ❏ Vespas for sale
❏ Lambrettas for sale❏ Vespa spares
❏ Lambretta Spares ❏ Vintage scooters
❏ Miscellaneous ❏ Wanted
❏ Stolen ❏ Picture enclosed

LOOKING FOR A SCOOTER? THEN LOOK NO FURTHER

Text-only adverts are

FREE!
Scooter Trader is the world’s
biggest, best and most trusted
way to sell classic, modern and
modified scooters, plus parts and
accessories too.
We’ve recently revamped our
website to make it easier to use,
including pictures, videos and
the best security in the business
to guarantee you a safe and
easy purchase.
Scooter Trader offers a range of
packages for private and trade
sales, while a basic text advert is
totally free for private sellers!

Two easy ways to sell your
scoot:
1 – visit www.scootertrader.com
2 – complete the form below and
return it to Scooter Trader,
PO Box 99, Horncastle,
Lincolnshire, LN9 6LZ

Upload your free advert today – www.scootertrader.com

If you are a trader, give our
advertising department a
call on 01507 524004 for our
latest display ad rates.

Check
out the

website
today!

NEW
LOOK

Upload your advert at www.scootering.com
Post the coupon below or fax to 01507 371064
We cannot accept Reader Adverts over the phone

1. The advert copy provided by the customer
must be legal, decent, honest and truthful
and comply with the code of the Advertising
Standards Authority (www.asa.org.uk).
Scootering may amend the advertisement to
ensure compliance with these requirements.
2. Scootering is not able to verify the
truthfulness of any statements made by a

customer in the advert copy. Accordingly, the
customer will be responsible for any losses,
expenses or other costs incurred by
Scootering which are caused by an untrue
statement made deliberately.
3. In order to meet its production and other
editorial requirements, Scootering
reserves the right to re-classify, edit the copy or

alter the size or colouring of any advert.
4. Photo adverts are only available in the
Scooter trader section. We are happy to
accept reader adverts for spares, scooter sales
and wanted, but these may appear without
photographs.
5. Whilst every effort is made to include your
free advert correctly, due to the large volume

of adverts we receive, we are unable to take
telephone calls should an error occur. You are
welcome to resubmit your corrected advert for
inclusion in the next available issue.
6. For magazine use we can only accept one
photograph per coupon.
7. Please enclose a stamped address envelope if
you would like your photograph to be returned.

Name: .............................................................................................................. .....................................................................................

Address: ...................................................................................................... .....................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................... .....................................................................................

Signature: .........................................................................................................Date:............................................................
I confirm that I am not a dealer
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LAMBRETTA LI125

S3, 1964, Mugello 200, reg as 125,
restored 2014, 500 miles since
restoration, vgc, fast, ultra reliable, £3995
Tel. 07917 441682. Cheshire

LAMBRETTA LI 150

Special, 1966, new GP200 engine fitted,
mileage on clock 615 since fitting,
completed running in, disc brakes front &
rear, £6275 Tel. 07775 781436. Hamps

LAMBRETTA LDA150

1957 model with an electric start, very
rare model only 360 ever made, recently
recommissioned, MoT & tax exempt,
£3695 Tel. 07771 982695.

LAMBRETTA LD150

1957, restored five years ago done few
rallies won best scooter at Mallin head
rally in Ireland, very reliable scooter. Tel.
01625 874019.

LAMBRETTA J50

runs great and looks good, selling with
a new boxed Casa 75cc kit, looking for
£1500 ono Tel. 07506 025986. Windsor

LAMBRETTA GP225

1976, Cambridge Lambretta touring
build, Monza 225, 30mm Del Orto,
Varitronic ignition, competition clutch, JL
exhaust, £3500 Tel. 01733 575898.

LAMBRETTA GP200

Mugello 225 kit fitted, reg as 125, very
reliable & good runner, £2750 ono Tel.
Garry 07875 607867. East Yorkshire

LAMBRETTA GP200

SIL, 1983, UK reg, 10 months MoT, main
frame body is SIL Indian, nearly all other
parts sprayed & built over here, £2150
Tel. 07809 113533. London

LAMBRETTA GP125

Italian import, amazing condition, 1969,
125DL, matching & correct frame
numbers, originally restored by NS
Scooters, £3650 Tel. 07796 715708.

LAMBRETTA COLLECTION

Lambretta SX200, 1979; Lambretta
Series 3, 125cc, 1964; Lambetta custom
chopper GP200, 1981; other body parts
available, £10,000 Tel. 07814 261680.

LAMBRETTA CHOPPER

1959, LI Series One, owned for 11 years
now, 9329 miles, 125cc, reliable starter
and runner £2500 Tel. 07500 587527.

LAMBRETTA

Series 3, 225 TS1, complete rebuild by
Andy Francis, 35mm Mikuni carbJL3
Franspeed exhaust, vgc, very quick &
reliable, £4250 Tel. 07860 969340.

LAMBRETTA

Jet 200, Series 3, Avanti 225cc 5 plate
clutch, Mec crank, 30mm carb & JL3
exhaust, MoT, £3500 Tel. 07870 589828.

LAMBRETTA

Millie Miglia TSI230, paint by Mike Neil,
1976, 1300 miles, £7500 Tel. 07432
688280. Leics

LAMBRETTA

Silver Special, 1965, MoT July 2016,
engine & frame numbers correct, owned
13 years, tubeless tyres, good condition,
£3700 Tel. 07504 261242. West Yorks

LAMBRETTA

1959, Series 1, 225cc TS1, MoT exempt,
Hydraulic disc brake, Diablo long range
fuel tank, race crank, high load bearings,
£4995 Tel. 07804 207694. West Mids

KSRMOTO VERTIGO

2014, 125 Retro Auto, one lady owner,
with only 1355 genuine miles and in
excellent condition, £1100 Tel. 07528
835205.

HONDA SPACY

1986, 125cc, only bought this year and
was going to restore, 43,000 miles, £600
Tel. 07832 239714.

HONDA SILVERWING

600 Twin 6/2005, 2900 dry miles, mint
topbox, hi screen, heated grips, splash
deflectors, £2950 Tel. 01672 513827.
Wilts

HONDA SH125

Mode 2014, only one owner, well
maintained, clean & in good condition,
2014 reg, 8053 miles, attractive metallic
black finish, £1725 Tel. 07512 252728.

HONDA 90

1995, MoT May 2016, 8200 miles,
top box, manual, some spares, good
condition, £950 Tel. 01452 531590.
Gloucs

COBRA SCOOTER

DB125T-15D, 125cc, black/silver, £350
Tel. 07890 877482. London

BAJAJ CHETAK

1996, 125cc which has had the badges
changed to look like a Vespa Rally, years
MoT, owned eight years, £650 Tel. 07832
239714.

APRILIA SR125

2015, Motard, 65 plate, 600 miles on the
clock include Tucano bike cover, brake
disc lock, chain & padlock & large helmet,
£2000 ono Tel. 07545 425919.
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VESPA GTS250

owned from new with full Ron Daley
service history, recent new tyres &
exhaust, Vespa fly screen & back rack
£1500 Tel. 07791 148245. South Yorks

VESPA GTS125

IE, 2011, low mileage, good condition,
MoT, heated handle bars, front chrome
luggage rack, rear top box & Oxford lock
& key, £2300 Tel. 01162 709116.

VESPA GT200

first reg 1/3/2005, fsh, under 7000
genuine kms, one previous owner, private
plate (valued £500), vgc, 4400 miles,
£1295 Tel. 02477 982857. West Mids

VESPA GL150

1963, Piaggio, 148cc, shock absorbers
front & rear, £8750 Tel. 02079 378487.
London

VESPA 125

S, black, immaculate condition, 299km,
wind visor, luggage rack, £2100 Tel.
01312 580120.

VESPA 100 SPORT

135 Polini, sip tubeless rims, adjustable
levers, very fast, reliable, genuine low
original miles, dyno reading 70 mph,
£2500 Tel. 07436 004100. Oxfordshire

VESPA

Primavera 50cc, 2014, only 150 miles
therefore as new, Vespa rear folding rack
& flyscreen, £2500 Tel. 07944 538625.

VESPA

125cc, 2013, unused, delivery miles only,
showroom condition, with Vespa cover,
mediummale armoured Vespa jacket inc
in price, £2700 Tel. 07413 576578.

VESPA

1976, 125cc, TS, privately owned for
20 years and recently had a £2200 full
restoration including full engine rebuild,
£3500 Tel. 07919 532195.

VESPA

Dance with the Devil T5 Classic full bare
metal respray, wrapped by Creative FX,
custom PM pipe, genuine T5 engine,
£2000 Tel. 075811 97152.

VESPA

Rally 200, electronic, fully restored by
professional, 1976, very good condition,
€6000 Tel. +32 477 799 681. eric.maes@
mac.com Belgium

TWN

Tessy Super, 150cc, 1956, offers. Tel.
07791 757313. Lincs

SCOOTER

brand new unwanted prize, showroom
condition, four miles on clock due to pdi,
room for helmet under seat, rrp £975
steal at £725. Tel. 07790 833380.

LML COMBO

150cc, brand new LML 150cc Star
Scooter with Squire Sidecar (2nd hand),
four stroke geared LML 150 Star £4550
Tel. 01472 500050. Lincs

LEXMOTO 50

Valencia 2012, low mileage, MoT till
March, need space, £350 no offers Tel.
07471 739455. West Yorks

LAMBRETTA TV200

1964, fully restored to concours condition
last year, comes with all original 1960s
parts, original logbook, £7500 cash on
collection Tel. 07835 283995.

LAMBRETTA TV175

1958, Series 1, Lambretta TV175 series 1,
no expense spared restoration, ready to
ride or show, £12,500 Tel. 07799 140865.

LAMBRETTA TV175

Series 1, with adjustable leavers and rims
with the whole rim bed chromed, £4500
Tel. 004917 676783277. Germany

LAMBRETTA SX200

1966, fantastic fully restored condition,
currently has a very rare American
specification headlight & stinger rear
taillight, £8500 Tel. 07813 803750. Staffs

LAMBRETTA SX150

1967, RB20, viewing welcome, £4500
Tel. 07850 341854. North Yorkshire

LAMBRETTA LI150

stainless steel nut & bolt restoration &
fully upgraded with high quality parts,
white and gold Pearlescent paint, 1000
miles, £4500 Tel. 07534 361029.

LAMBRETTA LI150

Silver Special, restored about eight years
ago lots of new parts fitted in last three
years a lot of rechroming done, new tyres
new headlight. Tel. 01625 874019.

LAMBRETTA LI150

(200) Series 2, Watsonian Bambini
sidecar, 1960, GP200 engine, electronic
ignition, MoT, £5500 ono Tel. 07939
561689.

0800 781 9287
Scooter insurance

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd
is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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VESPA PX125

166, 2013, March 2013 registered PX125
running Malossi 166 kit, up jetted to suit,
6800 miles, £2395 Tel. 07768 553814.
Bolton

VESPA PX125

Disc, fully custom painted in paisley
pattern with gold pin striping, lots of
chrome, stainless steel exhaust, vgc,
MoT, £1700 Tel. 07946 428712.

VESPA PX125

1800 miles only, six months MoT, as new
condition, kept indoors, extras, back rest,
fly screen, bumper bar and a few chrome
bits, £2300 Tel. 07729 901641.

VESPA T5

S reg, nine months MoT, recent service,
Sip alloy rims, Sip digital speedo, front
rack, rear rack, lights, Sports exhaust,
£2450 Tel. 07801 109685. Kent

VESPA VBA 150

Pinasco 177, electric ignition, SIP road
exhaust, Cosa clutch, 30mm Dellorto
with Reedvalve, reg 1955, tax & MoT
exempt, £1600 ono Tel. 07732 395798.

VESPA VBB

125cc, fully restored, has been fully
restored two years ago, 1961, MoT until
March 2016, £3500 Tel. 07921 106623.

WKBELLISSIMA 125

auto scooter, 2014, 64 plate, automatic 4
stroke, very low mileage, little use, as new
condition, with screen & top box, £1100
Tel. 01793 721306. Swindon

VESPA PX200E

good example of last 200 engine PX to be
made in Baccarat original paint, 03 Plate,
SIP chrome road pipe exhaust, MoT July,
£2250 ono Tel. 07917 203071. Berks

VESPA PX150

2014, 3600 miles, one owner from new,
fsh, Dyno tuned, vgc, upgrades chrome
parts, Carbon wheels, original exhaust,
£2200 Tel. 07757 306510.

VESPA PX200

Disc, one owner 2001, MoT, ride away,
paintwork has signs of daily commuting
but it is absolutely rust free & a great base
to tidy up, £1800 Tel. 02072 377223.

VESPA PX200E

new MoT & service 15/10/15, new gear
& speedo cables, new Yankee seat, new
chrome twisted kick start & stand, £2000
Tel. 07759 363161.

VESPA PX200

disc, 2000 plate, approx 3029 miles, MoT
& service undertaken in July 2015, £2500
Tel. 07795 446592. Somerset

VESPA P200

cutdown, nicely done with centre tank,
brand new Sip tubeless and new tyres,
new shocks front/rear, taffspeed exhaust,
£1150 Tel. 07814 188777. Blackpool

VESPA P200E

1979, V reg, recently had MoT, comes
with V5 registration document, good
runner, clean body work & low mileage
£1750 Tel. 07947 588079.

VESPA PK125

small frame, good condition with minor
scratches to the paintwork, starts & runs
spot on, Pollini 135 fitted already run in,
£1200 Tel. 07780 714596. Leeds

VESPA P125X

1977, rust free, early non indicator P
range, MoT, recent works converted to
12v, made about 10,000, some say only
a few are left, £1500 Tel. 07977 464121.

VESPA LX125IE

3V, 150+ mpg, £17 road tax, 70 mph, the
ideal commuter, vgc, owned from new,
three years old, 6554 miles, fsh, full 12
months MoT, £2195 Tel. 07976 898979.

VESPA LML

Star Delux plus, 2010, low mileage, rear
mods bike, full spec, two spare wheels,
£2700 ovno Tel. 01205 821763. Lincs

VESPA GTS300

Super, good condition, one previous
owner, 16,000 miles, fsh, MoT end of
Feb, genuine top box with back rest pad,
inc, £1899 Tel. 07852 737008.

VESPA P150X

1982, new carb/clutch cable etc, serviced
& runs perfect, three owners from new,
21,000 miles, solid body, £1650 Tel.
07581 041056. Croydon
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Automatics
AGRATI CAPRI 1967, original British
registered scooter bought new from
Northwich Motor Cycles, genuine one
owner scooter showing 3264 miles, has
original buff log book, was last on the
road in 1971, engine isn’t seized and
there is a spark, still has Pirelli tyres &
both hold air, £1000. Tel. 07732 316765.
Oldham.
BRAND NEW Vespa style scooter,
unregistered 2015 scooter, black, 50cc,
perfect condition, literally done 15 miles,
£700. Tel. 07507 492500. Staffordshire.
KTM PONNY 1963, 50cc lightweight,
metallic blue & cream, this scooter needs
a bit of tlc, it starts & runs ok but the lights
need some fixing, has a V5 registered in
2010 when it was imported from Austria,
£650. Tel. 07768 870978. Essex.
LML STAR Deluxe 125cc, immaculate
one year old LML, 1200 miles on the
clock, alarm, front rack, spare wheel &
helmet (size medium) included, electric &
kickstart, first to see will buy, £2000. Tel.
07842 788590. Stockton-on-Tees.
MOJITO 50 CUSTOM cylinder capacity
49cc, MoT September 2016, registration
20/12/2007, 4893 miles, minor scratches
to left side body paint, brand new, brakes
& battery, £1000. Tel. 07534 322996.
MOPED 50cc, in good condition, not
even year old yet, in good condition only
problem the back tyre has been sliced &
electric start won’t work but starts first
kick, bought brand new for £1300 need
gone today, £370. Tel. 07481 274344.
Belfast.
NECO ABRUZZI 125 five month old
125cc scooter, Italian Vespa styling with
only 789 miles on the clock and no MoT
required for over two years. There are a
couple of tiny marks on body work but
no other cosmetic issues. The cdi ignition
coil broke and was replaced with a higher
SPEC one and the carb cleaned after
it was backfiring a bit, since then it will
only reach 30mph tops, bargain £650 no
offers. Tel. 07583 125311. Bristol.
NECO ABRUZZI RET immaculate,
learner friendly, 50cc, electric start,
immobilizer, chrome grips and Whitewall
tyres, a real mod looking scooter, £900.
Tel. 01745 825463.
SYM SYMPLY 50 2012, Scooter/Moped,
50cc, reg NX12 EDC, 6614 miles,
logbook, two owners from new, good
clean condition, full MoT, £550, delivery
available once a deposit has been left,
£550. Tel. 07732 298658.
YAMAHA Bi Wizz 50cc Scooter/Moped,
excellent condition for year, black with
logos, white trim to wheels, 2700 miles
from new, Retro 80s style (1990), sold
with new 12 months MoT, excellent
runner, new battery and tyres, free helmet
to get you started, used daily, ready
to go, £650. Tel. 07544 292125. West
Midlands.

Lambretta
LAMBRETTA GP200 gun metal grey &
white (stove enamelled) full bodywork
GP everything restored/replaced &
numerous improvements, £3000. Tel.
07410 133432. Leics.
LAMBRETTA GP200 total rebuild from
top to bottom, it was in white but now
it’s red and white never been on the road,
have spent a lot of money on this bike,
£2100. Tel. 07506 416527. Norwich.
LAMBRETTA JET 200 very tidy & straight
scooter, it runs a Rapido 200, 30mm
Dellorto, AF Clubman electronic eg three
vgc S1 tyres, new seat, bodywork very
good paint work (pale green) comes with
full MoT, reg is worth over £600, £2950.
Tel. 01536 525492 after 6pm.

LAMBRETTA J50 SPECIAL 1972, needs
to be registered in UK, no MoT, needs
inline fuel tap installed (minor job) apart
from these small points it’s immaculate,
£1250. Tel. 07814 961671. Inverness.
LAMBRETTA JET 200 1976, black, great
condition, Standard Jet 200, beautiful
condition, few scratches as ridden not
hidden, JL3 exhaust, MoT till April 2016,
great condition, professionally restored,
all internals powder coated, brand new
AF electronic kit, inside legshield spare
wheel/carrier, chrome rims, sprint rack,
squareback seat, text for pictures or
more info, £3700. Tel. 07867 843000.
Northumberland.
LAMBRETTA LI125 1960, 100% Italian,
fully stripped ready for restoration, engine
is not seized and the head is off, original
speedo and mileage, I have a few brand
new parts that I will happily include in the
price, £1400. Tel. 07931 750398.
LAMBRETTA LI150 Special cutdown,
comes with new BGM rear shock, new
rear hub, new levers still in the box, AF
tubeless rim & tyre, auto front end handle
like a dream, V5, £1200. Tel. 07939
007493. Surrey.
LAMBRETTA LI150 very nice, 1979, a
good runner, starts well, lives in a garage,
as it did with previous owner, Certificate
of authenticity from Lambretta Club,
£3650. Tel. 07588 680991. Essex.
LAMBRETTA SX200 one owner, British
reg, displayed for many years at The
Lambretta Museum in Weston, originally
bought from Cresent Motorcycles on
the 11th May 1967 in Bournemouth, one
previous owner from new, £2000 recently
spent on the engine and overall, restored
in the 90s using nos parts, may p/x Italian
GP200, £9850. Tel. Phil 01904 792344 or
07962 344296.

Lambretta Parts
LAMBRETTA PARTS 225cc cast iron
barrel, head and piston boxed, brand
new, with gaskets etc, £40. 225cc
(scoot-r-us ?) aluminum barrel and head
only, £30. Chromewheel rim, (brand new,
unused), £20. GP (stamped SIL) headset
(one bottom section and choice of two
top sections - all used), £25. Tel. 01386
561901.
LAMBRETTA TV175 1959, Series 2,
UK Scooter not import, original frame,
engine, factory spec still on points,
battery, in egg shell blue and a couple of
accessories, sale or swop, p/x my way
for an on the road GP or Jet (not Indian),
£5750. Tel. 07881 339082. West Sussex.
LAMBRETTA LD150 frame only, vgc,
no forks, £200, buyer collects. Also front
legshield needs work, £50, buyer collects.
Tel. 01255 424188; 07715 408838. Essex.
LAMBRETTA PARTS Lambretta Vega
and J range, new and used spare parts,
everything available. Tel. 07523 983193.
Staffs.
LEG SHIELDS side panels, front
mudguard, runner boards, rear rack,
taffspeed exhaust, sell as one lot or
may split, £395. Tel. 07702 368137.
Rotherham.
SX JET 200 frame, good condition nice
clear numbers 500, good start to a project
includes rear mudguard, £795. Tel. 01922
458228. Walsall.

Vespa
VESPA T5 classic, Malossi 172, Reed
valve 28mm carb sip stainless pipe, cosa
clutch polished and ported by TWE, three
years ago Beedspeed drops PX disc front
end race mudguard, Sip front shock, Sip
stainless floor boards, metallic black, few
small scratches, no MoT needs minor
work for MoT, very easy project, £1100.
Tel. 07580 208898.

VESPA ET2 50cc, currently has no MoT,
still running fine, and has no problems
while running, all service history while it
has been mine, mileage is 14,806, if you
would like more photos or information
please feel free to contact me, £350. Tel.
07913 210076.
VESPA ET4 2002 model, silver, nearly
new Scorpian exhaust fitted, Sorn and
MoT req, £600. Tel. 07907 931929.
Inverness.
VESPA ET4 125 2000 year, 8200 miles,
10 months MoT, fresh oil, new oil and air
filters, garaged all its life & runs perfectly,
£850. Tel. 07952 11673.
VESPA GTS125IE black, 2013,
windscreen, back box, knee covers, vgc,
£2000. Tel. 07957 833910. London.
VESPA PRIMAVERA 50cc, reg 2014,
fly screen & rear rack, only 140 genuine
miles, brown, £2000. Tel. 07944 538625.
VESPA PX125 one owner, Piaggio 125
Vespa in blue, one owner, 3200 miles,
reg X, 2000. £1000. Tel. 07767 155959.
VESPA PX125 Disc, 2005, platinum
silver, excellent condition with 166
Malossi kit Sito plus pipe, lots of extra
stainless accessories, 8000 miles, have
van so transport possible, £1425. Tel.
07828 736246. West Sussex.
VESPA PX150 black, 2000 miles, £800
in extras, mint as new condition, sip
tubeless rims & tyres, rear Florida bars,
back rest, back rack, Pinasco front
shock, Mallossi exhaust upjetted to suit,
loads of stainless and chrome, stunning
scooter, better than new, only one owner,
has to be seen, looks & rides fantastic,
stunning Italian scooter, £2495. Tel. Paul
07968 728822. Nottinghamshire.
VESPA PX200 genuine 2013 PX200, on
V5 as PX200, bought new from MSC
with brand new P2 engine fitted, cost
almost £5000, only 1900km, dark blue,
excellent condition, receipts to prove new
engine fitted from new, £2950. Tel. 07954
160140. Perth.
VESPA PX200E 1999, only 10,000 miles,
Sip exhaust, Sip Tubeless wheels and
tyres, two spare wheels, seat, spare
wheel and back rest all real leather, MoT
till September 2016, and have all ones
from 2007, so correct mileage, front rack
with all LED lights working, always run on
fully syn oil, £230. Tel. 07976 444131.
VESPA PX200E 2001, great condition
for year, new MoT and serviced on
15/10/2015 lots of history, new gear and
speedo cables new SIP tubeless wheel
rims and tyres, new twisted chrome kicks
tart and stand hardly used with loads
more chrome accessories fitted, £2000.
Tel. 07759 363161. Plymouth.
VESPA RALLY 1977, original red, nice
bike, Diablo built the engine, standard
looking, lots of history, not many of these
about, £6000. Tel. 07887 751395.
VESPA RALLY 200 Electronic, fully
restored, light silver grey, 1976, restored
by professional, scooter registered in
Belgium, very good condition, €6000
Email. eric.maes@mac.com
VESPA T5 orange T reg, 172 kit,
upgeared jetted disc brake, stirling
exhaust, back rest, MoT, S1 tyres, rally
going scooter, bear badges riveted on
frame, could deliver, £1500. Tel. 07746
114017. Lancs.
VESPA T5 CLASSIC lovely condition,
lovely looking, T reg, last of the T5
classics, metallic red with Union Jack
covers, 10,000 miles, three owners,
£1500. Tel. 07976 728393. N Tyneside.
VESPA V100 small frame, 1980, Imperial
blue, restored condition, MoT until April
2016, original engine with DR130 kit &
new chrome Faco exhaust, 9500 miles,
runs & sounds great, £1975. Tel. 07813
230021. West Midlands.

Vespa Parts
PX FACO FLORIDA BARS in as new
condition, £50. Sito plus exhaust, only
used a few months, good condition, £50.
Two newly powder coated PX wheel rims
in silver not been used since powder
coated, £30, cash on collection only. Tel.
01226 297643; 07979 632243. South
Yorkshire.
PX FRONT BRAKE CALLIPER standard
calliper came off 13 reg PX, £20. Tel.
01226 297643; 07979 632243. South
Yorkshire.
ORIGINAL VESPA scooter leg cover,
hardly used, £40 ono, buyer to collect,
cash only. Tel. 01892 663871. East
Sussex.
VESPA PX forks, £60 MK1T5 pattern set,
£35. T5 26mm carb, £30 plus p&p Tel.
01316 530552. Lothian.
VESPA PX FRAME good solid condition,
£110. Tel. 07789 661771. Leeds.
VESPA GS150/160 assortment of parts,
engines, f/suspension parts, petrol tap
units, panel rubber, air hoses, swinging
arm for engine toolbox lock, lots of other
parts only used on GS150/160 scooters
call for requirements and price. Tel.
07950 665190. Essex.
VESPA PARTS x two Scorpion exhausts
for P200, one with down pipe and
springs, £35; the other without, £25; both
pipes clean-up well. T5 barrel only, good
condition or would not be selling, £35. P
range Mk1 horn cover in primer, section
cut out for disc brake. P range, used
‘chrome’ fly wheel cover, carb cover and
gear selector cover, buyer collects. Tel.
01386 561901.

Wanted
ORIGINAL S2 LI front mudguard, must
be in vgc and not poor Indian copy,
can collect if local. Tel. Richard 07778
879431. West Yorkshire.
TRYING TO FIND my old scooter HHW
168G, candy red GP150, last known of
in the North Watford area, any info much
appreciated. Tel. Dave 07709 082676.
VESPA SMALL FRAME or Primavera,
in any condition. Tel. 07961 824849.
Staffordshire.
WANTED AIR BLOWER COWL for Puch
Alpine SR/SRA 150. Tel. 01375 672715.
Essex.
WANTED THROTTLE CABLE for a 1970
Puch MS50D moped, also a plastic air
filter hose required. Tel. 01229 475552.
Cumbria.

Miscellaneous
FRED PERRY Polo shirts 36” x three.
Lambretta Polo shirt, small, all brand
new, £25 each, p&p included Tel. 01249
465522. Wiltshire.
LAMBRETTA BOOK Pitmans The first
Book of the Lambretta, mint condition,
complete with dust cover, this copy is
unmarked and must be the best copy
available, a collectable useful bargain,
£15 in p&p Tel. 01946 834979. Cumbria.
LAMBRETTA GP Sprint rack, perfect
condition, rack was on GP, only reason
I am selling this item is that I have got a
2 in 1 rack now, £20. Tel. 01264 354863.
Hampshire.
LARGE TARGA JACKET, black & grey,
armour and lining; large lazer semi-
full face crash helmet; large Oxford
chain lock, all these items are excellent
condition for collection, £50 ono. Tel.
01278 433125. Somerset.
SCOOTERING MAGAZINES 2002 to
2015 some issues missing but total 128
copies, not splitting sold as one lot, best
offer, buyer collects. Tel. 07504 261242.
West Yorks.
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Medway Scooters Ltd
Phone/Fax 01634 719320

• Lambretta • Vespa • Sales • Imports • Resprays
• Restorations • Panel Repairs • Full mechanical workshops

STUCK WITH YOUR LAMBRETTA REBUILD GIVE US A CALL - WE’LL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO

Accident damage and all insurance repairs undertaken.

Specialist Repairers & Restorers

CHURCH PATH, OFF NORTH ST., STROOD, KENT ME2 4SG

www.medwayscooters.co.uk
alanloo@hotmail.co.uk

Classic &

(Est. 1962)

Motor Scooter
and Motorcycle
MoTTesting
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raised. They showed us a room they are
turning into a ‘teen den’. Santa had a
chat to some wonderful children and their
families who found themselves
unfortunately in hospital for Christmas,
and we left with an emotional goodbye and
also a fantastic feeling that we could
provide some much needed equipment.
The staff have invited us back in the
spring to see the room completed.
The final count-up of donations gave us

enough to buy not one but two wide
screen TVs, two PS4s, some strange
controllers and a whole bundle of games
and DVDs, all of which were duly
delivered to the children’s ward on
Christmas Eve by Santa and his
little helpers.
A massive thank you must go to

Collective member Steve Netting for his
fundraising efforts which swelled the total
hugely. Also big thanks to Essex Alliance,
Broomfield, Southend Classic, Colchester
Mods and Casuals and all the other clubs
and solo riders who turned up to support
an amazing day.
Same again next Christmas, cheers!

Words: Jane Nyland, Collective SC
Photos: Lee Hollick

The Collective Scooter Club, based in
Essex, hosted their third Big Tony’s Toy
Run on December 20 for the children’s
Ward at nearby Basildon Hospital.
After chatting to the nurses last year,

Big Tony (aka Tony Samuda, aka Santa
Claus) decided on a change in
proceedings. All scooterists attending
were asked for a suggested donation of
£5 to enable the club to buy a new TV,
games console and games for the older
children and teenagers on the ward, as
they had an abundance of toys for the
younger kids from the previous two years’
toy runs.
On the Sunday morning, the weather

was incredibly on our side, the Mercury
reached 13 degrees and the sun even put
in an appearance. And they came .
Scooterists from all over Essex began

riding in, from Clacton to Colchester and
everywhere in between. They were greeted
by Santa and his trusty elf (Lynn
Nicholson) who, ably assisted by Ann in
Barleylands Social Club (The Collective
HQ), dished out bacon butties and hot
drinks to the riders.
An amazing 109 scooters turned out for

this very worthwhile event. Most generously

dipped into their festive pockets for much
more than the £5 and several came
festooned with tinsel and baubles. One
scooter even had a singing tree on
the back!
A staggering £1135 was counted and

the riders set off for the short ride to
Basildon Hospital. And what a Christmas
spectacle it was. Special thanks at this point
must go to our good friends from Essex
Alliance Scooter Club who marshalled the
ride brilliantly; not an easy task through
Basildon town centre on the last weekend
before the big day. Well done boys .
Being waved at by lots of car drivers in

a positive way was a first, much nicer than
the usual hand gesture regularly seen on
rideouts. Christmas had kicked in so a
little ‘goodwill to all scooterists’ was a nice
thing to see.
We arrived to VIP parking outside the

maternity unit and were greeted by a
lovely lady called Helen and her fellow
nurses from the children’s ward, who
supplied festive refreshments for all. We
handed over a cheque and a few of the
collective went for a short visit down on
the ward. The staff where completely
overwhelmed with the amount of money

Collective Scooter ClubToy Run
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Show
Scootsus your

Iain Print sent this photo in of Trevor
Laird. He says: “I don’t think he’s
changed much, I recognised him
straight away, and it didn’t take much
to get him onto two wheels again
either. This was taken on September 10
in Coventry, on my 51 plated P2 which
is in need of a bath!”

Bob Hollis from the Mighty Ohio Scooter
Club sent these pictures in. He says “Hello
from Ohio. We love Scootering and our club
would like to show you our scoots.”

Deano Proctor’s Vespa
50/R small frame.

David Foreman of Portsmouth sent in this
photo of his T5 Millennium outside the
Royal Marines Museum in Portsmouth.



Rhys (with Gary hiding behind) from
Abergavenny Scooter Club, taking part in
Hoggin’ the Bridge 2015.

This is Gareth’s 225 AF extra S-Type
replica built by Gary at Gran Sport
Birmingham, the photo taken at
Weston last summer with South
Birmingham Scooter Club.

Sharon sat on her
boyfriend’s 1963 Li 125.

Mike Robinson sent in these pictures of him on his TV 200 in 1964, with
friends at the Quay Club on the Barbican in the 1960s and (right) with his
partner Mandy on the Barbican in 2015.

Alan Lindsay sent these photos in of Scarlet
on grandad’s 1965 series 3 Li 125 (red and
white) and Ralph and Ava on grandad’s
1971 GP 225 TS 1 (blue). Happy days!

Steve Greenall of Leeds sent in this pic
of Dexter Carter riding grandad style.



These street racers belong to LCGB members, Matt Brown and Gary Dear. They’re
pictured looking down on Sandown, from the Bembridge, on the Isle of Wight.

Andy Tolfrey.

Andy Pearce’s scoot.

Alan Shepherd on his Vespa 150 Super
and now 30 years later on his P2.
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Scooter owned by Thomas Lawlor of Co Kildare, Ireland.

Photo by Tony Gabis of fellow
Buzzard Scooter Club member Clive
Richards’ scoot, enjoying autumn
sunshine at a South Bucks Scooter
Alliance meeting.

Starting them young; Rubie Maxwell
Marshall Amelia and Rocco on Popsy’s PX. Spot the third cherub, Pink Jenny.

PCJ Fielding (Preston Wildcats) sent these
photos in of Peter and Jacqui Daynes,
taken in the Thirsk North Yorkshire area in
the late 1960s on their SX 200.



Bill and his wife Linda on the
morning of their daughter, Hanna’s
wedding in summer 2014, on his
LML star 125cc four-stroke manual
(top) and also their grandson,
Edward, getting in to the habit
early with Linda.

Pictures taken of the Edro III shipwreck in Coral Bay and scooter ‘Smithers’ a 1980 Vespa PX by Ste Jones from Peyia, Paphos region of Cyprus.

Martin Kirkby’s Vespa PX 125.

Graem Lee’s last ride up the lakes before winter kicked in.

Warren Webster, T5 Classic, Aberdeen
Classic Scooter Collective.



to the soul suite till the early hours of
Sunday morning and some took in the
entertainment at the hotel.

Sunday morning saw many nursing
hangovers and it was off for breakfast and
checkout and people started heading
home. All the Overnight Division would
like to thank Jill and Wayne Fletcher for
booking the rooms and organising the
whole weekend. Thanks to Ginger &
Lynkas for the Overnight Division cake and
all the karaoke and last but not least
Janice (aka Mrs Brown). Hopefully we can
do it all again next year. To all our scooter
friends Happy New Year for 2016.
Les Pigg

This year the question was asked, would
the Overnight Division members like an
end of season do? The simple answer was
HELL YES!

The date and time and location were all
sorted, so Friday, November 27, 2015 the
fun began with groups of scooterists
setting off from different parts of the
country heading towards Blackpool with
everybody stopping at the Metropole Hotel
at the north end, God help the staff. The
weather was not the best, but was just a
small issue.

On Friday the plan was to meet in the
bar at the hotel then head off across the
road to Nelly Deans for a little bit of

karaoke and plenty of drink. This went
down well including the big red
underpants. Saturday it was up for
breakfast and a bit of a wander along the
sea front with the very strong wind being
just what you want to clear your head for
day’s antics.

At 12.30 we all met up for the Overnight
Division group photo. With this taken it was
off to Ma Kelly’s for an afternoon of fun and
laughter and it started with everyone
wearing moustaches. The afternoon was
topped by the performance of Mrs Brown
(aka Janice). Returning to hotel for the
evening meal it was all change with no
plans for Saturday night. Some of us went

OVERNIGHT DIVISION,End of Season
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100 Club to boiling point. Switching from
their own soulful sound, with the horn
section taking a break, Stone Foundation
provided an authentic fuzz-fuelled
backdrop for Eddie Phillips’ appearance.
Running through Creation classics
including Painter Man, Biff Bang Pow,
How Does It Feel To Feel, interspersed by
Eddie, sporting a purple shirt with
epaulettes reminiscent of The Creation’s
stage attire, offered snippets about each
song. Still a maverick showman, he gave a
display of dexterity playing his guitar with
his trademark violin bow. Concluding the
live end of the night, the brass section
returned and ensured the ball finished on
a high, with Stone Foundation favourites
including That’s The Way I Want To Live
My Life and Don’t Let The Rain.

Between and after the live acts, Kev
Lock provided an eclectic mix from the
decks, keeping the party going till the
early hours. Yet another high quality and
memorable Mod Christmas Ball.
Sarge

S
pecial guest artist for this year
was innovative guitarist Eddie
Phillips. During the late 60s
with art rock pioneers The
Creation, Eddie flamboyantly

introduced a plethora of techniques that
enhanced the sound and visuals of the
band. Best remembered is his utilising of
a violin bow, way before other artists
jumped on that bandwagon.

Seasonal traffic going into London meant
that many were later than intended arriving
at the 100 Club in London’s Oxford Street,
which meant quite a few missed the
opening act of three, Penny For The
Workhouse. I numbered among them.
Closing strains of their last number, a cover
of You’ve Got To Pick A Pocket Or Two
drifted up the stairs to greet my arrival.

After a lightning fast changeover Fay
Hallam was on stage, with surprise guest
Andy Lewis, DJ and musician, who is also
Paul Weller’s bassist was deputising as
part of Fay’s rhythm section. Hammond
driven grooves from the queen of 80s

Mod, mixing tracks from her current
acclaimed album Corona, with choice
favourites, she got the ever-growing crowd
up and dancing, and suitably warmed up.
This annual festive event always attracts

a number of well-known movers and
shakers from the periphery of the Mod
world. This year was no exception, with
writers, musicians, actors and
personalities mingling in the crowd,
enjoying the night out.
Stone Foundation have had, even by their

own hard working standards, a busy year.
Sell-out dates in mainland Europe, Japan
and their UK tour for their current,
arguably most accomplished album A Life
Unlimited. This appearance being their
last show of the year, before work
commences on their next album. With a
reputation as one of the hottest live bands
around Stone Foundation hit the floor
running, delivering a barnstorming set
absolutely packed with crowd-pleasers.
Up-tempo, brass-driven numbers alongside
more emotive epic tracks took the packed

mod christmas ball
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I
’ve always wanted to ride my own
scooter in Italy and so as part of my
50th birthday celebrations a plan
was hatched with Harry Barlow at
Pro-Porting to van the GS over to

Italy and Lake Garda as part of a holiday I
had planned with my wife (his sister) at
the bottom end of the lake, close to
Sirmione, to meet up with its original
owner Gianni Gattoli who I’d managed to
find on Facebook.

While Jeni and I flew to Verona, Harry
drove the miles down through Belgium
and Germany, stopping at LTH in Stuttgart
on the way over the Alps and then on into
Northern Italy where we’d booked into a
lovely agriturismo – a rural Italian B&B –
set in the grounds of an old vineyard just
south of Peschiera on Lake Garda called
Pieve San Nicolo.

Going back home
Gianni was in Riva del Garda for a few
weeks so we’d agreed to meet up with him
during our stay. He owned and ran the
Vespa dealership in Riva back in the early
Sixties before moving on to open the first
supermarket in the town and then became
a tennis coach prior to moving to Sao
Paolo in Brazil where he now spends most
of the year, returning to Italy to see his
family every year or so.

So on the Saturday morning I set off on
the 50 mile ride from the bottom of Lake
Garda to meet Gianni at the top later that
day. The weather was perfect: sunny with
clear blue skies and a mild breeze coming
off the mountains that surround the lake.
We’d already had a few days in Italy, riding
to the nearby towns on the Vespa, taking
in the breathtaking scenery and drawing

Perfect 10
reunited after 50 years

Turning 50’s not something you do every day and what if, as the big day
approaches, you happen to make contact with the original Italian owner
of your Vespa GS? Simon Neale found himself in exactly this position
and decided that the only thing to do was embark on a trip to Italy...

lots of attention as the locals waved at the
now restored scooter as we weaved in and
out of the traffic. I’d trimmed the
accessories down for the trip so gone was
the front rack and lights which gave it a
more Italian look as well as making it
easier to weave in and out of the traffic as
we rode around the towns and villages that
surround the lake.

Riding up the east side of the lake
through the towns of Lazise, Bardolino,
Garda, Malcesine (where Jeni and I had
honeymooned back in 1993) and on to
Riva at the very top of the lake, I couldn’t
help but feel the years roll back as the
GS150 sped along the twisty roads with
the lake on the left and the towering Alps
on the right thinking about how Gianni
must have enjoyed the same roads and
scenery all those years ago. Jeni and Harry
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followed in the van and we all stopped for
lunch in Malcesine on the way before
reaching Riva around 4pm.

Rivalry
I’d agreed to meet Gianni at a café in the
centre of the town so once I’d parked up
next to a small public garden the three of
us wandered into the old town to find him
waiting under the town clock.
The look on his face when he saw his

old scooter was a picture to behold. I’d
brought him a copy of Scootering with the
Perfect 10 feature inside as well as the
original dealer sticker with his name,
which I’d carefully removed from the
frame several years ago into order to have
some copies made. I presented him with
both as memories of the day although it
took a few seconds for him to recognise
the sticker, but then the memories flooded
back. Gianni told me how he used to sell
about one Vespa a week back in the early
1960s and there was a healthy rivalry with
the Lambretta store over the road,
although he admitted to never owning a
Lambretta: he was a Vespa man.
It turned out that I’d parked the Vespa

outside the old Lambretta dealership and
opposite his old Vespa shop; both
buildings are now homes to ladies
underwear shops so the retail
rivalry continues!

Just like I’d done on the ride up from
Peschiera, he used to ride the GS around
the lake at the weekend along with his
friends and fellow Vespa owners with his
swimming trunks and a towel under the
seat ready to jump in the lake for a swim
when it got too hot. Our time together flew
by until about 7pm when we said our
farewells and after a walk around the old
town and lakeside promenades, I rode
back to Peschiera where we were staying
while Jeni and Harry followed.

La Dolce Vita
The rest of the week was spent buzzing
around the lake, enjoying the fantastic
food, wine and scenery and meeting up
with friends Daniele Savare, Camila
Angelini and their lovely daughter Sophia.
If you ever get the chance to take your

scooter ‘back home’ then do it is all I can
say. It takes some organising and the drive
can take a couple of days but once there
it’s a fantastic feeling to ride the roads
that the old Vespas and Lambrettas were
built for back in the day. The feeling as
you look up into the mountains or down
into the lakes will take your breath away.
Until the next time, these were the best of
days – truly La Dolce Vita!

Simon Neale, Leamington Spa Low Numbers
Scooter Club
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VESPIDITION

Powered by Scooter Kings PakistanPAKISTAN



Mansehra

Besham City

Chilãs

Karimabad

Sost Khunjerab Pass



Passion coupled with persistence
results in success.
A couple of months down the road; we managed to
locate some vintage Vespas (early 60s VBB 150s
and mid-70s VBIT 150s) and restored them.
Believe me, restoring these old beauties in this part
of the world, where suitable parts are hard to come
by, was quite challenging and cost us many a
weekend but the end product was nothing short of
awesome. None of us were used to riding motorized
two-wheelers, and yours truly, in fact, had never
ridden a scooter before. It took us a good three or
four months to get the hang of riding these
delicately balanced machines.
Nothing worthwhile costs money, all it takes is

some inspiration and sheer will.
While we were on another 4x4 expedition to the

northern areas of Pakistan during the middle of
2014, we came to know of a Pakistani youth who
along with his young wife and a year and half old
baby daughter had made a trip to the highest paved
international border crossing between Pakistan and
China, Khunjerab Pass at an altitude of 4693m on
a regular 125cc Honda. This got us thinking. We
had the two-wheelers ready, and if they can do it,
why can’t we? And hence the obsession of

Vespidition Pakistan was born, whereby we would
take our vintage beauties for a stroll up to 4693m.
In addition to a personal sense of achievement, we
wanted to show a positive side of our beautiful
country Pakistan, which is truly blessed with some
of the most amazing natural views.

Nothing inspires more than the
fear of failure.
We had our work cut out for us. For one, we were
still not used to two-wheelers, let alone riding a
vintage Vespa on the Karakorum Highway with its
million twists and turns, and secondly the machines
had to be prepped to bear the brunt of the long and
treacherous journey. We carried out numerous small
rides within the city of Lahore and a couple of
out-of-city trips as well, just to get to know our
Vespas a bit better and to know what limitations
both we and the Vespas had.
Being the first of its kind for us and most

definitely a unique one in this part if the world
at least, we were more than sceptical about
successful completion of our planned dream
trip, so the planning had to be just about perfect
if we were to stand any chance of making it to our
target destination.

1: The first stop on Day 1 was
this enormous milestone.

2: Scooter Kings taking a
break for lunch at Battal.

3: Local children in Mansehra,
at the start of the journey,
were awed by the Vespas.

1

2 3
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Every minute detail of the route, road and
weather conditions, Vespas and personal
capabilities was looked into and planned for, as we
did not want to leave anything to chance. We even
threw in some sessions of mechanical training from
our trusted mechanic Nazir, who obliged us by
sacrificing a couple of his Sundays to train us for
some basic troubleshooting and arranged tools and
spare parts for us to carry along.

A final trio, Bilal Ahmed Chaudhary on his 1975
VBIT 150 named Olaf, Ahmed Butt on his 1962
VBB 150 named Skyline and me, Kashif Bashir, on
my 1975 VBIT 150 named Granite, were all set to
embark on the ride of our lives. Bulky lad Bilal is a

38-year-old software engineer with his own
business and a bad back. He is an avid traveller of
Pakistan’s northern areas by 4x4 and had ridden a
motorcycle during his early days of commuting to
work but that was ages ago. Ahmed, 27 years old,
is a customer care professional at a telecom
company and another regular visitor to the Northern
areas of Pakistan on 4x4s. He is also the most
capable rider among us.

I am 38, an oil marketing company executive, and
the slowest rider of the three. Apart from the three of
us, Adeel Khalid, Bilal Hussain Akhtar, Mian Zahir
Said and Masood Alam Khan had been a source of
motivation and moral support in addition to providing
all our ground support during the restoration of the
Vespas and throughout the trip as well.

May 29, 2015, Day 1,
Mansehra to Besham
Mansehra at an elevation of 1088m is a small town
located in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province of
Pakistan. We had about 122km to cover. Road
condition was pretty decent. Although there was
quite some traffic, we managed to maintain an
average speed of 50kph. Starting our ride at around
8am we made it to Besham at around 5.30pm.
Stoppage time was enormous, as we had some
mechanical issues with Bilal’s Olaf.

We had to readjust the gear cables a couple of
times and Olaf also busted its main seal for which
we needed help from a local mechanic. Although
he took two hours to custom-make a seal and fit it,
it held on throughout the rest of the trip. At the
start of the ride, some local kids awed by us and
the look of our Vespas, came to greet us and offered

4: Kids give our intrepid
travellers the thumbs up.

5: Spectacular scenery right
from day one, at Shinkiari.

6: And these are just the
foothills. Day 2 begins.

4 5

6
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us breakfast which to us was very humbling.
We recommenced our ride amid their applause
and cheers.

We rode through rain for 30-odd minutes and
that was the first and last time we used our rain
jackets. Highlights of the day were passing through
lush green tea plantations at a place called
Shinkiari and the yummy lunch we had at a
roadside restaurant near a place called Battal.

We spent the night at Pakistan Tourism
Development Corporation’s motel at Besham. After
a nice diner, we converted the motel’s car parking
in to our workshop and thoroughly inspected the
Vespas and Ahmed rectified some minor issues with
Olaf’s and Skyline’s gear cables. We wanted to
make sure that the Vespas were in their prime form
as the next leg of the journey was the most
gruelling one.

May 30, 2015, Day 2,
Besham to Chillas
This leg of the journey was the most daunting,
200km of treacherous road with a million pot holes,
dry and hot weather, temperatures surging to
around 40ºC. We left Besham at around 8am and
had a lovely breakfast at a restaurant in the
Besham main market.

We intentionally rode at a snail’s pace, only
averaging around 20kph as we didn’t wanted to risk
any major breakdown of the machines which might
jeopardize the whole trip.

We had to change the spark plug of Olaf once
during this 200km leg but apart from that it was
smooth sailing as far as machines were concerned,
for the riders on the other hand, it was brutal.

Nonetheless, we made it to Chilas in one piece. We
stopped at a small town called Dassu for lunch, had
a tea break and some rest and took quite a few
water breaks throughout the day. We checked in to
a hotel called Shangrila on the main Karakoram
Highway for the night’s stay. After the gruelling day,
we gave ourselves a treat by having a lavish diner.

The worst part of the journey was behind us and
a lush spotless Karakoram Highway stood ahead of
us till the end and this fact made us very excited.

May 31, 2015, Day 3,
Chilas to Hunza
It was the day that we had all been waiting for as
the real game starts beyond Chilas. We had about
235km to cover, about 50km of road at the start of
this leg was shabby but the road beyond Raikot
Bridge was a dream road to ride on. Lovely and
clean is the best way to describe the road condition
after that bridge. After breakfast, we started our
ride around 8am and after about three hours of
riding through the rough patch we reached the
bridge. We had to make multiple stops just to
enjoy the views.

Now we had a short water break and took some
pictures for the record. As soon as we went past
Raikot Bridge it started drizzling – but we were in
no mood for stopping to put our rain coats on.
Average speed drastically increased to around
70kph with strong winds blowing us along. We felt
free and on top of the world.

It was like falling in love with our Vespas all over
again. Drizzling stopped after 20 minutes and the
weather was just perfect for an awesome ride. We
took just about 20 minutes from Raikot Bridge to

7: At Gilgit after getting Olaf’s
clutch plate fixed on Day 3.

8: Three Vespa riders at the
meeting point of three
mountain ranges.

9: If you ever wondered which
way the Old Silk Road went...

7

8 9
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Jaglot, another small town on Karakorum Highway.
We stopped at a garage to get Olaf filled up with
lubricants – the beating the scooter had taken the
day before had busted a ring seal. It took about half
an hour to get it done and we were off again. Bilal
was not happy with Olaf’s performance and we
decided to get its clutch plates changed. We had all
the tools and spare parts with us but the scenery
was urging us to go on.
The highlight of this patch was a point where the

three mountain ranges, i.e. Karakorum, Himalayas
and Hindu Kush, meet and also the confluence
point of rivers Indus and Gilgit. We stopped for a
while to take some pictures and absorb the beauty,
then we kept on riding till we reached Gilgit.

A decent mechanic was found and he took just 30
minutes to change the clutch plates as per the
instructions of Ahmed, who basically is our one
man army and solution to all mechanical problems.
After sitting for some lunch and tea and we were off
again towards Hunza. Stopped for refuelling and
then at the Rakaposhi Mountain viewing point for
some tea and local pizza type bread. It was getting
dark and we wanted to make it to Hunza as early as
possible, so we increased our pace a bit. We
reached our goal at around 8pm. The town was
bustling with student tourists from central areas of
Pakistan. It had been a long yet exhilarating day –
so we checked into a hotel, secured our machines,
had dinner and called it a day.

June 1, 2015, Day 4,
Hunza to Sust
Hunza Valley at an elevation of 2500m boasts some
breathtaking views and its famous Duikar View
Point enables one to view many 6000m high peaks
and an amazing sunrise and sunset. We only had to
ride about 82km. Excitement levels were at an
all-time high and soon after breakfast and refuelling
of Vespas we were off.
We rode about 25km to reach Attabad Lake,

which was formed in 2010 owing to a massive land
slide resulting in the blockage of Hunza River and
hence the lake was formed. Twenty lives were lost
and a small village, Ayeenabad, was totally
submerged. About 21km of the great Karakorum
Highway drowned as a result as well. And since
then, the only mode of transportation has been by
boats and barges. We had already called our
boatmen to be ready when we left Hunza as we

10: Going where no Vespa
has gone before. Probably.
Attabad Lake was formed by
a landslide blocking a river
in 2010.

11: The barren landscape of
Gulmat on Day 4.

10

11
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down to checking our Vespas, as we needed them
in peak condition. Ahmed skilfully checked and
rectified minor faults and made some adjustments
to the brake and gear cables. The motel staff lent a
hand too. We sat down with other guests of the
motel who admired our courage to bring such old
machines so far. After many a cup of tea imbibed
and an exchange of stories, we called it a day.

June 2, 2015, Day 5,
Sust to Khunjerab
Sust, at an elevation of about 3600m, is the border
town of Pakistan on the way to China. It’s a port
city and all the trade between the two countries is
facilitated by the dry port located at Sust.
Excitement levels were through the roof. This was
the day that we had all spent almost a year
meticulously planning and working for. A ride amid
the clouds, a ride to the highest international
border crossing of the world, a ride to the highest
paved road in the world and most definitely a ride
we will remember for the rest of our days.
We had to cover 166km, 83km each way to and

back from Khunjerab. Khunjerab Pass, at an
elevation of 4693m, flaunts some of the most
breathtaking views. We were not used to such
heights and hadn’t got much time to acclimatize.
So with ample stock of bottled water and
abundance of excitement we started out on the
climax to our dream ride. The road was as smooth
as silk or maybe it was the fervour within us that we
found ourselves just 17km short of the Khunjerab
Pass. We intentionally took quite a few water breaks
as we wanted to maintain our oxygen level, yet we

didn’t wanted to waste any time. As soon as we
reached Attabad Lake, Shahanshah our boatman
greeted us with his usual smile along with some
stunned looks as he was expecting us on some 4x4
and not some docile vintage Vespas.

After a cup of tea, we loaded our Vespas on
Shahanshah’s boat and off we went again. Attabad
Lake presents some of the finest views one can
imagine. After about 40 minutes of the most
calming ride, Shahanshah dropped us to the north
side and on we rode. A patch of about 8km of
off-road ride alongside a town, Gulmit, lead us to
Gulmit Glacier view point. We stopped for some
pictures and drinks and rode on towards Passu.
We thoroughly enjoyed the magnificent views of

the famous Passu Cones or Passu Cathedral, a
cluster of neatly packed cone shaped peaks which
just look like a cathedral. We made many a stop to
enjoy the scenery and to take yet more pictures.
Passu Glacier view point just on the main
Karakorum Highway was definitely worth stopping
for. During a tea stop at a hotel in Passu the owner
of the restaurant was kind enough to offer us some
freshly baked local bread.
Another highlight of the day was the Batura

Glacier view point, where we rested for a while. We
reached Sust at around 3pm and checked in to
Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation’s motel.
We went out for a stroll to the market then, after
lunch, we sat down at the roof top of the motel for
another cuppa and admired the view of the
surrounding peaks. We were thrilled to have made it
this far but we were still apprehensive about the
last leg towards our target. Soon after tea, we got

12: The Batura Glacier
viewing area. At 35 miles
long, it’s one of the biggest
glaciers outside the poles.

13: Welcome to Passu indeed.

14: The border with China at
Khunjerab on Day 5.
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were making good time. The scenery up to this
point had been nothing short of mesmerizing. The
weather was on our side too as it was a bright day.
The last 17km, the last push, the last strokes of
zest, as beyond this point the gradient of incline
increased dramatically and our vintage Vespas
really felt the strain, yet these iron steeds forged
ahead across the twisting and turning Karakorum
Highway. The wind chill was fierce, and although
we were fully wrapped up we were not accustomed
to such temperatures, bearing the chill and
handling the Vespas at the same time really took
some doing.
That moment, that feeling, when sitting astride

our Vespas we made a turn and caught our first
glimpse of the Khunjerab Pass monument,
definitely cannot be described. We had made it, we
had taken our 40- and 50-year-old restored vintage
Vespas to an elevation of 4693m, and at that
moment nothing else mattered, as if all the
harshness of the long journey had just melted away.
We stayed there for about half an hour or so. We

took almost a million pictures. Had a chat with
some tourists from the other side of the border and
then… amid all the silence, bbrraaappp!!! We
started our Vespas for return journey to Sust. A
Vespa had never sounded so sweet.
We’d completed an 800km Vespa ride, from

1088m to 4693m elevation. It had been done
before but for us it was a dream realised. Nothing
much has changed since then, except we are just a
bit more humble and we are just a bit more
thankful for all the countless bounties that our
creator has bestowed upon us.

Words: Kashif Bashir
Photography: Team Vespidition Pakistan

15: Vespa first aid on Day 4
at Sost.

16: En route to Khunjerab...
almost there.

17: The return from
Khunjerab. We made it!

15 16

17
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When people mention a
‘shed’ build it conjures up
visions ofWD-40, scraped
knuckles, pigeon poo
welding, badly applied filler
and orange-peeled ‘runned’
paint from a few rattle cans.
Now there’s nothing wrong
with that, but the scooter
you see here is a country
mile away from that vision.

SX150
Lambretta

T
he owner and builder of the beautiful
SX150 here has been involved in
scootering and attending rallies for
many years. Danny Roberts comes from
Boston in Lincolnshire and over the

years has had several scooters. Along with some
knowledgeable mates he had previously maintained
quite a few machines, done a few engine rebuilds
and even sorted quite a bit of bodywork but he had
never undertaken a full rebuild. So when he
acquired this Lambretta as a box of bits in 2013,
he decided he wanted to test himself out and
produce a full restoration to the best of his ability.
The scooter itself had a bit of history, a late

model SX (panel clips instead of handles and clip
in fork buffers, etc.) it came from well-known 80s
customiser Steve Pettitt of Sonic Dream fame –
now there’s a blast from the past! It had sat in a
damp shed since the early 90s, so let’s just say that
when it came to Danny it had seen better days. So
armed with Sticky’s manual and a few decades of
scooter prep knowledge he started a seven month
crusade to bring the machine back to life.
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Once he had sorted through all the parts he set
out a plan. He wanted to build something that was
as close to original as possible but not become too
‘anoraky’ – his words not mine. Although he
decided to outsource the finish paint and powder-
coating he wanted to attempt every other aspect of
the build himself. This included bodywork prep,
engine rebuild, assembly and even some of the
blasting and zinc plating.
Now normally I would try to decipher what had

gone on from the basic spec sheet, but like his
scooter build, Danny has been very methodical and
informative. This insight into the mind of a self
taught builder is very interesting so I thought I’d let
him tell you in his own words how he got on:

“One of the good things about scooters and
scootering is that it retains a lot of its grass roots
appeal – and a good deal of this comes from fellas
in sheds and garages up and down the country who
produce some amazing scooters that full blown
custom shops would be proud of.
“They do this with few resources and little

equipment at their disposal. When I got offered this
scooter – a 1969 SX150 – I couldn’t turn it down,
despite it coming in boxes! It was in a poor state
but essentially mostly there and importantly mostly
still original. So my inspiration was to rebuild it as
standard using as many original parts as possible,

The icing on the cake for me came
in the form of tapered pin-striping used
to great effect by Rimini Lambretta
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quality rema e par is a c alle ge in itself
to find as we all kno ) and the odd N S part w en
available and not too expensive. Oddly by the time I
had got it home from round the corner I had already
decided on the colour scheme which was to be a
subtle gold and Old English white, the idea came
from the Gran Sport/Fred Perry/Bradley Wiggins
scooter featured in Scootering.
“A bit more searching on the internet and I came

across the Rimini Lambretta gallery – they produce
some stunning looking scooters and the icing on
the cake for me came in the form of tapered
pin-striping used to great effect on some of their
machines, so that was the colour scheme and finish
sorted out. I think if that is clear in your head from
the start then the rest becomes easier as it has to
fall roughly in line if the scooter is to come together
as a whole. The man I choose to put the idea into
reality was Mark of Paint Supremacy now of
Lincoln, he predominantly does motorbikes and if I
say so myself his work is superb.
“So that was the easy bit now for the dry build

which was far from easy with distorted cracked and
dented leg shields, front mud guard etc. which
needed bringing to order, odd cracks here and there
and many broken or stripped studs in the
aluminium parts. Once it was all in one piece and I
was happy I stripped it down and prepared for
paint, I left the frame and forks in the old finish as
the painter asked me to do so as he likes to blast
and powder coat these parts, the rest I paint
stripped to bare metal then blasted to achieve a
good starting point for painting, time consuming
but this proved very worthwhile as it revealed some
damage to both the alloy and steel parts that
required welding and obvious fettling.
“I bought myself a small glass bead blasting

cabinet to do the aluminium parts after stripping
which again although time consuming worked well,
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some thing that also worked well in conjunction
with the cabinet but later in the build for fork and
gear linkages, brake pedal etc. was a ‘Frost’ nickel
plating kit, when I got the hang of using it – the key
is prep and cleaning. Once the frame was away to
paint I stripped the engine. First job was to bead
blast then vapour blast the casing to achieve a
clean standard look, then to rebuild the engine, the
barrel was scrap but apart from that not too bad,
again wanted it to keep it looking standard so went
for BGM RT195 along with BGM ignition and big
bore clubman. I used a GP crank and a 25mm carb
breathing through the standard air box with extra
holes drilled in, but that was about that really.
“Last job was the rebuild, this is where you are

thankful for the dry build stage, rebuilds are never
without problems but they are reduced in number
by dry building. I have really enjoyed doing it,
however finding time with all the other constraints
on life was sometimes difficult. We have a great
club here in Boston – Boston Scooter Club
Unofficial, and I had a lot of help and advice from
mates and would like to thank anyone who helped
and supported, in particular Lloyd, Jock and Nick.”
Very informative, thanks Danny. I just have a couple
of questions about your choices...
Why choose to build it yourself? Because I enjoy that
sort of thing.
Did you use any reference material? Manual and
advice from mates who know more than myself.
How did you choose outsourcing? By
recommendation. Do some research and ask to see
some previous work.
Did you buy any tools/machinery especially for this
project? Small glass bead blasting cabinet and a
‘Frost’ nickel plating kit.
What tools did you use the most? General
workshop tools.

What modern parts have you used and why? Engine
parts (piston, electrics etc.), SIP tubeless rims –
More reliable and safer.
What was the encountered along the way? Getting all
the panel work on the dry build to line up with
nice gaps.
Was anything easier that you thought? Choosing
design and theme and getting the paint done to a
good standard.
Did you paint it your self? No – Paint Supremacy
(Lincoln )
What tips would you offer other builders? Dry build,
allow time in your life, and don’t lose heart.
What did you learn from doing it yourself? Lots, both
technically and in the thought process, also how
helpful people would be.
Would you do it again? Yes, in fact I’ve got a GP on
the go at the moment.
Words: Dave O.
Photography: Joe Dick
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